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Movie week
looked at
through black
perspective

BG's little

BIG

□ The Black Student
Union is honoring
African American
actors through film.

screen
Gish Film Theater
brings culture to life

■ Football looks for
fourth straight win at
Western Michigan.

■ Men's Soccer seeks
fourth consecutive MAC
tourney title against
favorite Akron Saturday.

□ Theater brings
foreign films to
University students
By IVY CHEN
—

■ Men's and Women's
Cross Country teams are
ready for District meets.
The women aim to qualify for the NCAA championships.

■ This week's Sound
Parade features reviews
of Portishead, Phish. 311
and 'N Sync's Christmas
album.

The BG News
—

It is a place of art, where students can understand other cultures through films and visit
the history, life and glory of two
legendary Ohio sisters.
It is the Gish Film Theater
and Gallery at the University,
named in honor of Dorothy and
Lillian Gish, first ladies of the
silent screen in the history of
American film.

By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News

During the school year, there
are many series of films shown
in the theater. These films are
always free and open to the
public.
According to Ralph Haven
Wolfe, curator of the Gish Film
Theater and Gallery and Gish
professor of Film Studies, every
Monday night this semester the
department of German, Russian and East Asian Languages
shows a film as part of the
international film series. Those
films begin at 8:15.
On Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.,
the department of romance languages sponsors contemporary
• See SCREEN, page five.

The Gish Film theater is named after Dorothy and Lillian Gish.

Alpha Phi to sponsor broomball
□ Alpha Phi prepares
to host a broomball
event.

"You make a lot of new friends and it's a
really Jim event"
Erika Daggett

By ERIN BERGER
■ 'The Waterboy' finds
Adam Sandier doing
what he does best.
■ Updates on the latest
campus events.
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"Success is feeling like
you've done everything
you can do. Feeling like
you pushed yourself as
hard as you can. And
being able to bounce
back from youyr failures
gracefully."

community service chairwoman

The BG News
Get out a broom, some duct
tape and some cool socks. It's
time for Broomball!
Broomball is a philanthropy
event organized each year by the
Alpha Phi sorority.
According to Erika Daggett,
community service chairwoman
for Alpha Phi, the game is much
like hockey. It pits two teams of
six players each against each
other.
In past years, it has been
played on the ice, but this year it
will happen on the racquetball
courts.

Every fraternity and sorority
will have representatives competing in Broomball, Daggett
said. All Alpha Phi members will
serve as coaches and will cheer
on the different groups.
The event will be held this
Saturday starting with breakfast
at 10:30 a.m. After breakfast, all
of the teams will move on to the
court.
They will compete with each
other for three minutes or until
one team gets five points.
Whichever team has the most
points wins the game and the
other team is eliminated. The

□ The United
Christian Fellowship
provides guidance and
direction.
By DANIELLE HALL
The BG News

WEBSITE
Look for stories, horoscopes, weather, crossword puzzles and more
on the updated BG
News website.
Check It out at:
WWW.

bgnews.com
STORY IDEA?

372-6966

• See FILMS, page five.

UCF offers students spiritual growth

Jennifer Scully

If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

team who makes it all the way to
the final match and wins that
match receives a plaque. The fraternities and sororities compete
separately, so there are actually
two winners each year.
Other competitions will be
going on at the same time as the
actual game. These include a
sock-decorating contest and an
ice king and queen will be chosen.
According to Daggett, voting
for the king and queen will be
done by putting money in cups.
Whoever gets the most money in
his or her cup wins.

There will also be a raffle at
the end of the event. A television,
VCR, camera and gift certificates
will be raffled off.
All participating groups have
to give a donation to participate,
according to Ryan Pratzel, chapter president of participating fraternity Phi Sigma Kappa. It is
usually $8 to $10.
All money earned through
Broomball (including entrance
fees, ice king and queen donations and raffle money) will go to
the Alpha Phi Foundation. This
foundation in turn uses the
funds to benefit schools nationwide.
Daggett said Broomball is the
second largest philanthropy on
campus, not including Dance
Marathon.
"You make a lot of new
friends and it's a really fun
event," Daggett said.

He knows a black woman
who is in the television business
and he said her climb to the top
was not easy.
Rickie Waugh, Black Student
Union (BSU) treasurer, said it
takes a lot more rime for African
Americans to make it in show
business.
"It is hard for people to get
into show business, but even
harder for African Americans to
get involved in show business,"
Waugh said. "Producers are
looking for certain people."
In an attempt to expose the
University to popular AfricanAmericans movies and to honor
African Americans who "made
it in the business," the BSU is
sponsoring an African-American movie week Nov. 16- 20 in
115 Olscamp at 9 p.m.
Waugh said "Lean on Me,"
"Harlem Nights," "Boyz in the
Hood," "Do the Right Thing"
and "The Color Purple" will be
shown. He said these movies are
excellent
African-American
movies that demonstrate great
acting.
"This week will give students
a chance to see African-American actors in action and for students to see an all-AfricanAmerican film," Waugh said.
RoscheU Ashley, BSU president, also said it is hard for
African Americans to get
involved in acting, but she said
things are changing. Ashley said
acting opportunities for African
Americans used to be more limited, but these days more
African' Americans are able to
make a career out of acting.
According to Ashley, the
movies the BSU are showing are
classics. She said these movies
will offer entertainment and will
allow the University to be edu-

BG New* Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE

The United Christian Fellowship, located on Thurstln Avenue,
offers students spiritual growth through guidance and direction.
It has remained active (or the past 50 years.

For over 50 years the United
Christian Fellowship has been
providing guidance and support
to University students of many
denominations.
In 1946, after the G.I. Bill was
passed, the population exploded
at the University. According to
Rev. Karen Thompson, director
of UCF, five local ministers saw
that they could not handle the
spiritual and religious needs of
all the extra people, so they
founded a campus ministry
together.
For two years the ministry
was called the Student Christian
Fellowship, but in 1948 it was
changed to UCF. This year, the
-name was expanded to UCF
Community and Spiritual Development Center. They did this to
make it easier for people to
understand who the group really
is.
According to Thompson, UCF
has two purposes, to nurture

individual people in their spiritual development and to teach
people about all of the places in
this country and around the
world where there are real
human needs to be met. The
expanded name makes these
purposes more clear to the community.
"We use the word spiritual
because some people get nervous about the word religion,"
Thompson said. "We want people, especially students, to see
themselves as valuable and as
having gifts or talents. We also
want them to explore the idea
that everyone's life can have a
purpose and that growing spiritually is about coming to value
yourself, to learn what your talents are, and to find meaningful
relationships and work in your
life."
UCF sponsors volunteer programs for low-income children
in the Bowling Green area, and
there are many University students taking part in these programs.
One such program, the Arbors
After School Club, provides children a place to go for a couple of
hours after school. It is run by
Damion Heintschel, an intern at
UCF.
According to Heintschel,

there are around 25 student volunteers who spend time with the
children on Wednesdays and
Thursdays. They help with
homework, read books to the
kids and play games with them.
"Being involved in communi-*
ty activities and community service is a very powerful element
to have in your life," Heintschel
said, "You're interacting with
people, you're a part of their
lives. That in itself is an amazing
thing."
UCF also sponsors trips for
University students in the
spring. Over spring break, a
group will be going to the South
Bronx, and in May they will be
traveling to the Navajo Nation in
Arizona.
Thompson said that UCF is
concerned about students who
are struggling with insecurity or
who have questions about themselves. By involving these students in projects and groups they
are able to help them see that
they have value and that the
world needs them.
"We really want to encourage
students to discover all the good
stuff that's in them," Thompson

said.
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GUEST COLUMNN
1 am writing in response to only the first point of Rob Seartoss' column (11/2, Sexual orientation: irrelevant issue) since lack of space
restricts exactly how far one can deconstruct Searfoss' crackerjack-scientific explanation of homosexuality. Searfoss continues by irrationally positing, "a gene that has the potential of wiping out the human
race? Yeah, that argument is for the birds." What Searfoss is misinformed about is that (surprise!) there have been gene-related factors
that have been "wiping out" entire species throughtout time and are
still effectual today (gasp!)
These factors are the process of evolution and natural selection.
Evolution is not, as many assume, a "bettering" process leading up to
the most idyllic, well-adjusted, fittest being alive. Evolution is a random process that we use to describe when a species' gene pool has a
variation, mutation, generic drift, etc. and individuals of that species,
either with the variation or without, is better adapted to the environment. The environment, not evolution, determines the fitness of these
individuals through natural selection, ultimately deciding which
genetic variations (quantity and distance by which genes differ from
organism to organism within the same gene pool) will be favored, not
which are better. Humans were no better than early hominids, or
Neanderthals, but rather, our species had genetic advantage that made
us better adaptable to the environment. Evolution does not qualify the
value of "good genes" from "bad genes" and thus, a gene cannot be
"preposterous." As far as our genes are concerned, we could be wiped
out tomorrow, and the cosmos may not even blink. Only our egos and
consciences would notice.
While keeping in mind that we are all genetic variations of sorts,
natural selection allows the most well adapted variations to survive.
There is no genetic norm - only humans who place a qualitative value
on some genotypes over others (ie. other bunk arguments such as
racial superiority). Keep in mind that the qualifying factor is environment and think about our own species for a moment.
Humans are the only species that do not have to adapt to their environment. Yes, it is true. We have acquired a genetic predispostion for
culture, and technology, so that we may adapt our environment to us
Essentially what we have collectively done is developed an adaptation
that allows us to to transcend our environment. More or less, every
other species is restricted to the food, shelter and protection they can
find naturally. However, we can grow food instead of just scavenging,
invent better forms of protection than our teeth and fists, thanks to culture. Through culture, the human species has adapted so that natural
genetic variations such as poor eyesight, small physique and infertility no longer threaten an individual's survival. The same is true of
homosexuals. Natural selection provides genetic variation for the
physiological benefits of homosexuality in an environment that supports homosexually predisposed genes.
Most statistics estimate 1 out of 10 people is homosexual. Asserting
that homosexuality is genetic does not mean that the entire human race
will be wiped out through gayness. Genes will only become as popular as their environment allows them to become. The likelihood that
the entire human population would genetically acquire (or "choose" as
Searfoss suggests) homosexuality is slim to none. I bet some young
'academic' neanderthal may have said the same thing as Searfoss, tens
of thousands of years ago; "A gene that has the potential of wiping out
the neanderthalese race? Yeah, that argument is for the saber-tooth
cats." Yet, asserting that humans cannot be wiped out by a genetic predispostion is absurd and evolutionarily unsound.
That would be an argument for the birds.
Michael Stipkala
Senior

23fib!_

Do research before using drugs
"The government says we are
losing the war on drugs. You
know what that implies? That
there is a war being fought and
people on drugs are winning it.
What does that tell you about
drugs? There's some smart creative people on that side.
They're winning a war, and
they're f—ed up!"
-Late comedian Bill Hicks
In order to understand drug
use, we must first define our
view of drugs. Pharmaceutical
companies
fund
medical
schools. In China, their medicine
is holistic, meaning they use
herbs, meditation, etc. to promote the body's health. In the
West, we wait until there is disease and treat the body with
surgery and chemicals. If you're
a pharmaceutical company and
you're funding the education of
doctors, do you want them to
practice holistic health or prescribe your drugs? The only difference between buying prescription Valium and street corner cocaine is the government
can't tax cocaine.
Second, not all drugs are
equal. To quote Bill Hicks again,
isn't it funny that the drugs that
are legal, alcohol and tobacco, do
absolutely nothing for you.

While drugs that grow naturally
on this planet, drugs that basically make you wake up and
realize how you're being f—ed
every day of your life, those
drugs are against the law. Coincidence? I'm glad mushrooms
are against the law cause when I
took em, I laid in a field of green
grass for four hours going 'My
God, I love everything!' The
heavens parted and God rained
gifts of forgiveness, healing my
being on all levels. I realized
that our true nature is spirit, not
body, and that we are all one.
What's gonna happen to the
arms industry when we realize
we're all one? It's gonna f— up
the economy, the economy that's
fake anyway! So you can see
why the government's cracking
down on experiencing "unconditional love."

Third, like guns, the psychology of the drug user is good or
bad, and not drugs and guns
themselves. Drugs are a tool, like
the sacramental wine used in the
Catholic Mass. They can either
be used for a purpose, to put one
into a rhythm of life, or they can
enslave one to the realm of senses where hell fires burn and conspiracy mingles with fear. It all
depends on the user.
After our government slaughtered the buffalo (a sacramental
animal in Native Indian culture),
many tribes turned to the vision
quest with peyote and pscilosybin mushrooms. The natives
were not hippies or rave babies,
dancing around without a purpose.
These people had a
detailed mythology and ritual
system that put them into accord
with nature, their tribe, and their
place in the universe. This is
what we lack today.
When I see kids drop acid and
drive around for five hours,
wasting their minds in mediocrity, I think it's a good thing to
have standards of drug use in
our society. The misuse of drugs
must be brought to public attention through intelligent debate.
There must be a distinction
between harmful substances and
"intelligent" drugs. By that, I

mean drugs that have been used
for hundreds and thousands of
years in a ritualistic sense to psychologically put individuals into
accord with their environment. I
do not mean crack cocaine, heroin, PCP, Ecstasy, VCR cleaner,
crystal meth, etc. These drugs
are a fool's hobby and the people
addicted to them are sick and
need help. They do not need
imprisonment!
The person who sells these
trash drugs for profit, making
money off the physical and psychological weakness of others, is
the scourge of our society and
deserves punishment. Capitalism without morals is the root of
such a profession.
A person who just smokes
marijuana does not deserve to be
imprisoned, or even to be fined,
because marijuana is not a drug;
it's an herb. And you read me
right, it's better than any other
substance on this planet as far as
a ritualistic tool that connects
human beings during social
interaction. I'm not promoting
the use of marijuana. I'm just
saying that if you have to pick a
vice, do your research!

josh Minion can be reached at
jminton@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Fine Arts

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What did you do on Veterans Day?

Andrea Jenkins
Freshman
English Education
"Laundry and homework.

Kenny Ashworth
Senior
Secondary Education
"Studied and grocery
shopping."

Julie Aurilio
Sophomore
Elementary Education
"I worked and rested from
Tuesday night."

Aaron Norman
Freshman
Sports Management
"I recuperated from the
night before."

I

Marissa Lovric
Sophomore
Communication Disorders
"I slept in and then I
worked."

Copyright © 1998, The BG
News, BowUng Green, Ohio.
Reprinting of any material from
this publication without the per
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Board are final.
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Have a problem? Need some advise on what you should do? Write a letter or e-mail THE NEWS at
bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

In Love With Friend, Kohl

Dear BG News,

Don't beat yourself up - you're
doing everything you can. If she
doesn't respect your right to an
open and honest relationship
then you should think about
backing out of the relationship
too. Remember time can heal
wounds.

How can I find out when I will
take my final exams?
Anxious, Mac West

Dear Anxious,
There is a final exam schedule for
Fall semester 1998 on page 52 of
the Schedule of Classes Spring
1999 booklet. The schedule is
also on the World Wide Web.
You can find out exactly how
long your winter break will be.
Note: If an instructor offers the
final exam early and you would
rather have additional preparation time, you have the right to
take it during the time indicated
on the final exam schedule.
Dear BG News,

I am secretly in love with a
friend. I think he feels something for me to. Presently, we're
both unattached. Do you think I
should tell him how I feel?

is

Dear In Love,
You don't have to lay all your
feelings out on the table. Take
advantage of the present opportunity that you are both single
and let him know that you're
interested in starting to explore a
romantic relationship.

50
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ACROSS
Splinter group
member
Actor O'Connor
Wildly angry
Passage
between
buildings
Orchestra section
Breed of cat
Yellowish-brown
wood
Chose
Letter carrier:
abbr.
Order to a broker
Below standard
Hwy. sign abbr.
Robert and Alan
Ward off
Tejano superstar
Pipe buildup
Togo's capital
Unimportance
Unit cost
End hunger
Notes raised a
semitone
Ms. De Mille
Liquefy
Roaring 20s,
e.g.

55 Arrives at

Dear BG News,
I need a resume for some
upcoming interviews. All I
have on my resume is my
internship. What do I need to
put on my resume for a full time
job?
Searching, Pike St.

Dear BG News,
Recently my long-distance girlfriend stopped returning my
phone calls and e-mail. We had
a dispute, but we've always had
good communication. I love her
very much and want to resolve
whatever problem there is, but I
can't get through to her.
Stranded, Napolean
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Bread choice
Diego
Some rapiers
View twice
Light knock
Lean-to
Jazz piece
Grow older
Letters that
bang
Make a new arc
Struts
Glossy cotton
fabrics
Soviet dictator
Playground time
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Ultraviolet filter
Harbor craft
Make one
High card
sequitur
Comic's bit
Actor Wallach
Ultimate degree
Young fish
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PAGE THREE it
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University. We
at The BG New
consider it on offbeat page where
we try to offer
something for
everybody. Opinions expressed
herein art solely
those of our staff
Have a nice day.

Dear Searching,
If you are a senior, we encourage
you to register with Career Services. Counselors are available
during Drop In Hours, Tuesday
through Friday from 1:30 to 4:40
p.m. A career counselor will be
available to offer feedback on
your resume or employment
application. Sessions last approximately. 15 minutes.

Dear Stranded,
If she is important enough to
you, then make a plea to her to
open up and talk. Tell her exactly what you feel. If that doesn't
get her attention then you have
to start taking care of yourself.

WEBSITE OF THE DAY

www.musicblvd.com

-73

Saturday

Today
Partly cloudy
HIGH: 51

Mostly Cloudy
HIGH: 54

LOW: 31

LOW: 35

Upcoming
Events

"Upcoming Events" is a swrvice to our rradrrs borrowed daily via the University web
pare. The calendar ot eventa on the web page haa a more complete lilting of events and
can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Friday, 11/13/98

Team Based Leadership:
Avoiding Team Nightmare. (8
- 10 a.m.)

building, turn in applications
and sign up for an interview in
405 Student Services.

Union Hallway. Sponsored
by National Panhellenic Council.

College Park, Rm 2. Learn
ways to promote cooperation
and community building in the
workplace. Fee $40. For more
information call Continuing
Education, International & Summer Programs at (419) 372-8181.

Public Skating (Noon - 2
p.m.)

Stress Reduction through
Humor (3 p.m.)

Breakfast In BG (7 a.m.) 101
Olscamp Hall.
John Sears, VP of institutional
development at University of
Phoenix, will speak on "21st Cen••irv Universities: The Challenges Facing Institutions of
Higher Education." Cost is SH in
advance and includes breakfast
buffet. Reservations should be
made with Carol Sanner at 3722708
or
Deb
Boyce
a
dboyce@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Ice Arena.
Christmas Card Sale (Noon 5 p.m.)

Welcome Week Leader application* (11 a.m. - 3 p.m.)

Union Foyer. Sponsored by
Zeta Phi Beta.

Education Steps. Pick up
applications outside the Ed

Jail-N-Bail (Noon - 4 p.m.)
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107 Hanna Hall. Looking for
a way to let the tension of the
week drift away? Come to Stress
Relief through Humor at the
Women's Center...no aerobics
required, no complicated routines to learn, no special equipment required... just BYOF
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Waldo Pepper's Restaurant,
411 S. Main St., Findlay. Join
members of the Findlay Alumni
Chapter for a TGIF (Thank
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women swimming events begin
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■ CYBERSPACE wm^^mm—mmm———m—m
Man files complaint for cyberspace access
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A blind man has filed a complaint against a
mass transit commission, claiming his inability to access its Web site of
bus and train schedules violates federal law.
Randy Tamez. who was blinded 12 years ago by treatment for a brain
tumor, cited the Americans With Disabilities Act in his formal complaint
Nov. 2 against the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. The commission oversees nine Bay Area counties' mass transit systems.
Tamez. 36. sees only shapes, shadows and light.
His complaint is part of a growing mound of paperwork that is steering ADA regulations toward the Web. The disabilities act was passed by
Congress in 1990.
The online world was friendly when It was a text-based medium."
said Cynthia Waddell. the city of San Jose's ADA coordinator, who is
deaf. "But as it has rapidly grown to a robust multimedia environment,
it has erected new barriers that were never there before."
Devices that allow a blind person to use the Web. JOT example, work
well with a site that has a lot of text. As Web sites fill up with pictures,
video clips and sound, though, text often becomes a secondary concern
to online designers.
Two other complaints, filed this year against San Francisco and
Washington, D.C.. allege those cities failed to make touch-screen computer kiosks for the public usable by the blind or deaf. Both cities have
promised to work to remedy the problem.

■ SHOOTING ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■^■■■■al
Texas regents vote to reopen tower
HOUSTON (AP) — The University of Texas board of regents voted
unanimously today to reopen the school's landmark clocktower. once the
site of one of the nation's worst mass murders.
The 231 -foot tower, closed 23 years ago because suicidal people used
its observation deck to Jump to their deaths, will be refurbished and a
safety barrier added to prevent future suicides.
It was from the observation deck. 28 stories up. that UT student
Charles Whitman opened fire on Aug. 1. 1966. The 25-year-old exMarine, beset by personal problems and suffering from a brain tumor,
had already killed his wife and mother. In all. he killed 16 people and
wounded 31 that day before being shot to death by lawmen.
Reopening the tower, which offers panoramic vistas of the school, city
and nearby Hill Country, will bring back positive associations instead of
having people know of It only through the shooting, university President
Larry Faulkner said. He called the tower the school's "most Important
symbol."
Faulkner would like to have the renovation completed In time for May
1999 commencement.
The Whitman shootings horrified the country. The tower wasnt permanently closed until 1975. following several suicides.

RACE
Company settles racial lawsuit
HOUSTON (AP) — Pennzoil agreed to pay $6.75 million to settle a federal lawsuit filed by current and former black employees who accused
the company of racially discriminatory employment practices over four
years.
The lawsuit was filed by 11 plaintiffs on behalf of all salaried black
employees who worked for Pennzoil from Aug. 16. 1994. to Aug. 17,
1998.
The settlement, which is subject to court approval, does not constitute an admission of liability by Pennzoil. the company said Wednesday.
The settlement, minus court-approved legal fees and expenses, would
apply to approximately 700 salaried black employees who worked at
Pennzoil In the designated period.
Pennzoil. based in Houston, plans to spin off its motor oil. refined
products and franchise operations Into a company that will merge with
Quaker State Corp. of Irving. The merged company. Pennzoil-Quaker
State Co.. is expected to control 30 percent to 35 percent of the motor
oils market in the United States.

,VE A GOOD WEEKEND!

Associated Press Photo
The United States signed the Kyoto global-warming accord Thursday, however some critics are concerned about the intentions
of it. The signing spurred last-hour talks in Argentina on how to implement the provisions.

Global-warming treaty may need more
□ U.S. signing global warming
treaty not enough, critics
charge.
The Associated Press
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina — The United
States' signing of the Kyoto global-warming
accord Thursday energized last-hour talks in
Argentina on how to implement the treaty's
key provisions for cutting pollutants.
But critics said U.S. intentions, conveyed
at the environmental summit by Undersecretary of State Stuart Eizenstat, appeared short
on concrete action.
The United States — the world's largest
polluter — was the last of the major industrial nations to sign the agreement reached last
December in Kyoto, Japan. The accord calls
for reductions in heat-trapping gases by
industrialized nations by 2012.
The U.S. signing, which took place Thursday at U.N. headquarters in New York, is
largely symbolic because it still needs to be
ratified by Congress, where it faces firm
opposition.
The two-week Buenos Aires summit is the

biggest since the historic Kyoto treaty was
reached. It is expected to conclude Friday
with a framework for implementing some of
the accord's key provisions.
Developing nations, which are not legally
bound to emissions targets under the treaty
but are under pressure to participate, say the
United States isn't taking climate change
seriously enough.
The developing nations say emission controls place a greater burden on their
economies than on the United States' and
they generally oppose controls.
But on Wednesday, Argentina became the
first major developing nation to promise voluntary action to curb greenhouse gases, a
move seen as a breakthrough by U.S. officials.
China and India, two of the biggest contributors of greenhouse gas pollution, have
steadfastly refused to participate.
Eizenstat told representatives of more
than 160 countries in Buenos Aires that
Washington was promoting new energy-efficiency standards for appliances, and cleaner
technologies for industry, but gave few other
specifics on how the United States would cut
emissions.

Alden Meyer of the Washington-based
Union of Concerned Scientists praised the
signing but said the United States needs to
do more to cut pollution from coal-burning
power plants and cars.
"If we had to grade Eizenslat, we'd give
him an 'incomplete' on (cleaning up) power
plants," he said. "And he does nothing to
deal with our gas-guzzling passenger vehicle fleet."
Sen. Joe Lieberman, D-Conn., a treaty proponent, said the signing was essential for the
United States if it wants to be a "full player"
as the talks near their conclusion.
"By signing the agreement, the administration confers on the United States the
authority and credibility it needs to continue
its leadership role," he said.
The New York-based Environmental
Defense Fund said the U.S. signing was only
a start.
"The buildup of greenhouse gases will not
be stopped by the stroke of a pen," executive
director Fred Krupp said. "The administration must back up their work to move the
negotiations forward here with real efforts to
reduce admissions at home."

Head of secret service retires, takes job with Browns
□ Lewis Merletti takes
a job coordinating
security for Cleveland
Browns.

Merletti. who protected Presidents Reagan. Bush and Clinton,
will become the Cleveland Browns
vice president and director of stadium and security affairs, the
team said in a news release this
morning.

The Associated Press

The Browns scheduled a news
conference to Introduce Merletti
this afternoon in Cleveland.

WASHINGTON — Lewis Merletti. the Secret Service director who
fought unsuccessfully to keep his
agents from testifying in the Monica Lewinsky investigation, is retiring to coordinate security for a professional football team.

Merletti has served almost 25
years, becoming director of the
Secret Service June 6. 1997. He
headed the Treasury Department's
investigation of the 1993 Branch
Davidian standoff in Waco. Texas.

We have NO idea where you
want to go for SPRING
BREAK 1999!
Please return to the UA0 Office (330 Student Union)
Check one of the following trips that appeals to you the
most.
Location
C_QSJ
Check Here
Cancun, Mexico
$550.00

As director of the Secret Service,
he argued that allowing agents to
testify in the Lewinsky investigation would endanger future presidents. He reasoned that a president who did not trust the discretion of his protectors would try to
keep his distance from them.
The Supreme Court, by L 7-2
vote Monday, refused to spare the
agents from testifying. Weeks
before, more than 30 Secret Service personnel had testified before
a grand jury and their recollections
were sprinkled throughout Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr's
report to Congress.

Merletti. a Pittsburgh native,
will leave the Secret Service in January, having earned his full pension after 20 years, the official
-.ml
The original Cleveland Browns
moved to Baltimore after the 1995
season. A new expansion franchise
is to begin playing in 1999.
Merletti's deputy. Bob McDonough. also is retiring, leaving this
week to be director of corporate
security for Bayer Corp. in Pittsburgh. The 24-year veteran had
protected the last five presidents.

"Hey buddy, wanna buy a calendar?
non, all of the cool kids are doing it.
They're personalized. They're inexpensive.
They're great Christmas Gifts for
your friends and family.
Got it?

OK,

so I'll meet you at

KmkO ' S by the tracks and
we'll make some kind of a deal.
^.

Shoot,

just

bring

this ad

New York City, New York
Orlando, Florida

$630.00
$270.00

and I'll give you
something. yeah, like

Jamiaca

$600.00

I

$5 off

a

12-Month Deluxe
IF none of these appeals to you, WHAT WOULD? Are you going home to
work? Hanging with your kid sister? PLEASE let us know!!!

r

Calendar!"

kinko'a • US railroad atraat • 354-3977
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Grandparents want
custody of child
□ Tommy and Linda
Rogers want sole
custody of the child.
The Associated Press

BUENA VISTA, Va. — A
custody battle may be in the
works for one of two girls
switched at birth three years
ago.
Tommy and Linda Rogers,
the divorced maternal grandparents who have been helping raise Rebecca Grace Chitrum, have petitioned a juvenile court for sole custody of
the child, a relative said
Thursday.
Relatives said the grandparents want to end a joint
arrangement between themselves and Rebecca's paternal
grandparents, Rosa Lee and
Larry Outturn, and also keep

Rebecca's biological mother
from visiting.
Paula Johnson gave birth
to Rebecca at the University
of Virginia Medical Center on
June 30, 1995, a day after
Kevin Outturn and Whitney
Rogers had Callie Conley
there. DNA tests this summer
determined the babies were
switched and raised by the
wrong parents.
Outturn and Ms. Rogers
did not know of the switch
when they died in a car crash
July 4. Since then, the couple's parents have taken turns
caring for Rebecca and her 1year-old sister, Lindsey.
Those involved have said
they want Callie and Rebecca
to stay with the families who
raised them, and each suggested liberal visitation rights
for both sides. The two girls
already have played together.

Continued from page one.

Because the new petition
was filed in juvenile court,
the records are not public. But
Kevin Outturn's sister, Pam
Miskovsky, said the Rogers'
attempt to get custody of
Rebecca and Lindsey is an
effort to deny Ms. Johnson
access to Rebecca.
Ms. Miskovsky said the
action could keep Rebecca
away from the Outturns,
who are still mourning
Kevin, his wife and four of
Kevin's relatives who died in
the crash. One of those who
died was Ms. Miskovsky's
daughter.
"It's upsetting. We've lost
six members of our family
and now they want to take
Associated Press Photo
two more away," she said.
"We feel like we've lost
enough and we shouldn't Tommy and Linda Rodgert, the maternal grandparents of
Rebecca, have tiled a custody petition seeking custody.
have to go through this."

cated through a black perspective.
"I think the movies that we are showing are classics," Ashley said. "They are
deep, powerful and they have meaning
to them."
Waugh agreed. He said the movies
shown during the movie week have true
meaning and the potential to educate.
He also said these movies show the
African-American struggle and can
serve as inspiration for students.
Waugh said the BSU decided to sponsor this film series because UACs movie
nights often do not show any movies
that African Americans can relate to.
"These movies relate more to us,"
Waugh said. "We can relate more to the
people in these movies."
Waugh said the BSU selected movies
that may have been in the theater when
students were young and movies that
deserve to be viewed again.
This is not just an African-American
event, but an event BSU would like to
see the University and Bowling Green
community get involved in, Waugh said.
Next semester BSU plans to have
another film series during Black History
Month. They also will be sponsoring
"Showtime BGSU," a talent show open
to the entire University.

SCREENContinued from page one.
French film series.
Henry Garrity, chairman of
the department of romance languages and a French professor,
said that normally students, faculty and members from the BG
community attend the French
film series.
"The kind of movies that we
show are not available in Northwest Ohio," Garrity said. "These
films are only available in big
cities such as Los Angeles, Chicago and New York."
He said the department
obtains these films by booking
through distributors listed by the
French Culture Services.
According to Garrity, students
who have learned French or are
currently taking French classes
will have the opportunity to hear
French in the films.
Moreover, this also provides
an alternative for Americans
who are not used to or who do

not know about other cultures to
learn about the French culture,
Garrity explained.
"They can see how other parts
of the world make movies
because these movies are made
in France, and directed and acted
by French people," he said.
Garrity said the movies
shown are relatively new. The
oldest is only two years old.
He said these contemporary
films reflect on contemporary
issues in France.
"Any kind of experience is
new for the students and certainly provides an international
dimension and viewpoint," Garrity said. "This is something that
we need to strive for and let the
students be aware of other parts
of the world."
These films were directed and
spoken in the native languages,
but carry English subtitles.
"Students can watch films that
are spoken (in languages) other
than in English," Wolfe said.

"Through these films, they can
also learn about the history, culture and social significance as
well."
He said there are no live theater performances in the Gish
Film Theater. The live stage performances are shown in the Joe
E. Brown Theater and Eva Marie
Saint theater.
"It is always called the Gish
Film Theater, and it is for film
showing only," Wolfe said.
He explained there was something unique about the three theaters. The actors and actresses
who the theaters were named
after have visited the theaters.
For example, Joe Brown had performed in the Joe E. Brown Theater; Eva Marie Saint and Lillian
Gish have visited the theaters
named after them.
The Gish Theater is located on
the first floor of Hanna Hall.
When students pass by the front
entrance of the theater, they can
see many framed pictures of the

from Lillian Gish's friends and
Gish sisters.
Inside the theater, there is a admirers including Eva Marie
gallery that displays a collection Saint, Paul Newman, Bob Hope,
of Gish memorabilia such as por- James Stewart, Sally Field and
traits, photos and items donated Buddy Rogers.
In addition to the support
by Lillian Gish.
The Gish Theater was estab- from the University, the Gish
lished on June 11, 1976, one day Theater National Advisory combefore Lillian Gish received an mittee was formed to help the
honorary Doctor of Performing Gish Theater run different proArts degree. She accepted the grams and operations. This comhonor of the dedication of the mittee is chaired by Eva Marie
theater for herself and her sister, Saint, a post she shared until
Dorothy, who died in 1968. Lil- recently with the late Roddy
lian died in 1993, at the age of 99. McDowall.
"Because of the private donaThe programs at the Gish Theater are made possible from tions, the University is lucky to
funding and contributions from have such a theater and gallery
the Gish Film Theater Endow- to be used by the students,"
ment and various departments Wolfe said.
Wolfe said that an average
such as the department of
romance languages, the theater crowd of 35 to 50 people come
department and the Film Studies when each film is shown, but he
thinks people should come more
Program, Wolfe explained.
Furthermore, there is a name often.
"Film is a medium to reflect
plate on the back of each chair in
the Gish Theater, representing cultural diversity," Wolfe said. "I
donations and contributions don't think the attendance is as

high as it ought to be."
Nonetheless, there are some
patrons that come from Toledo
and surrounding areas, Wolfe
said. Sometimes there are also
high school students who attend
the films.
Wolfe also said that every
movie will start with some
scenes of Lillian Gish.
"Film is the art form created in
the 20th century," Wolfe said. "It's
a visual and auditory record of
the century."
He said that film provides a
means of understanding and seeing how society was in the
ancient times, the 1930s, or any
time, even without living in the
past.
He expressed his deep feelings for the theater and said that
he likes the theater very much.
"It's a beautiful and restful
place, and a place where people
can learn about culture other
than their own," Wolfe said.
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You'll find fabulous gifts- you'll have lots of fun,
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Senior Portraits End Wednesday
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Football aims to buck WMU
e#l

□ BG looks to even the
mark at Kalamazoo.
By TOD McCLOSKEY
The BG News

Technically, the Bowling Green
football team has been eliminated
from making the Mid-American
Conference championship game.
But the Falcons still have a
chance to capture their first winning season since 1994. Only
Western Michigan and Northern
Illinois stand in their way.
BG (4-5, 4-2 MAC) travels to
Kalamazoo tomorrow to face the
Broncos. WMU is coming off of a
one-point victory over Ball State.
The Broncos are 6-4 overall and 43 in the MAC.
The Falcons will be facing one
of the top offenses in the MAC.
WMU is currently averaging
456.6 total yards on offense. The
Falcon secondary knows it will
have a busy day defending the
pass.
Bronco quarterback Tun Lester
leads an aerial assault that averages 297.9 yards a game and is
the top-ranked quarterback in the
MAC. On the season, Lester has

completed 56.3 percent of his
passes and has 18 touchdown
passes.
And WMU running back Darnell Fields is only 42 yards away
from a 1,000 yard season.
"It really is a team that is very
much like Marshall when, you
break them down," Blackney
said. "They have an excellent
offensive line, they have excellent
wide receivers, they've got a
good running back and they've
got an excellent quarterback."
BG
comerbacks
Junior
Williams and Morty Bryce will
try to slow down the Bronco
receivers. Lester's top catcher is
Steve Neal, who already has
1,057 receiving yards and six
touchdowns in ten games.
Over the past two games
against Marshall and Akron, the
Falcons have not given up the big
play. And coach Blackney
believes that will be a key factor
against such an explosive offense.
On the other side of the ball,
the Falcons offense has been running on all cylinders. Blackney
attributes the success of the
offense to the offensive line. Last
week against Akron, the Falcons
compiled 558 yards of total
offense and scored eight touchdowns.

BG soccer to
HOCKEY
face Akron
Saturday
(4-4-1.

Ll Akron and BG face
off for a ticket to the
NCAA tournament.

@ Notre Dame
(7-1-1, 5-1-0 CCHA)

UAF
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Recall the scene in Rocky IV
where Rocky Balboa faces Ivan
Drago in Russia. Now, imagine
the Rocky theme song "War" by
Vince DiCola played throughout
the whole match.
Fast forward to 1998. Minus
the hatred, that's the situation for
Saturday's Mid-American Conference men's soccer championship game at Akron's Jackson
Field between Bowling Green
and Akron at 7:15 p.m. It's the
soccer game fans will want to
see.
The Falcons (10-7-2), like
Rocky, are the defending champions. They have won the MidAmerican Conference tournament the last three years and
want a fourth.
Ken Lolla's Zips (16-2-1), like
Drago, are the challengers. They
:won the regular-season title for
the second straight season and
dominated every conference
; opponent in the regular season
^except BG. The Falcons and Zips
:
played to a scoreless tie Oct. 2.
But momentum, history and
Jexperience are in BG's favor. The
Falcons are 11-1-0 in the touma.ment's fifth year, including 3-0
.against the Zips. The Falcons
jdefeated the Zips 1-0 in the MAC
;title game last year at Miami.
JBG's only tournament loss ever
• came against Miami in the inauJgural MAC championship game
;in 1994.
"There's no reason for us not
;to be confident," coach Mel
;Mahler said. "We had a real solid
I game against them here. We're,
• playing our best soccer now. In
;the tournament games, we really
{eliminated a lot of mental mis■ takes. Luck is created by preparation and concentration. Once
'again, we have to go to the
{enemy's field and prove we are
• See SOCCER, page eight.

!

(3-5-0. 2-4 CCHA)

Saturday

WBGU 88.1
6:30 airtime
(Sat) Mike Rypel
Steve Mears
Game starts 7 p.m.

■ ■ ?«,

BG (4-5,4-2 MAC)
vs.
WMU (6-4,4-3 MA

Kickoff 1 p.m. at
Waldo Stadium
Broadcast on WBGU 88.1 FM
Pre-Game at 11 a.m.
in Autreve and Rob Vaughaa*

Another reason for BG's offensive improvement has been the
lack of penalties.
"We've averaged about three
penalties a game," Blackney said.
"We're one of the top teams in
committing the fewest penalties
and so we're not beating our-

selves."
Though BG has been running
well, it knows the WMU defense
BG Newi Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
is much stronger than Akron's.
The Broncos defense ranks
ninth in the MAC allowing 382.8 Falcon quarterback Bob Niemet (12) takes a breather while
yards per game, but BG has the watching the defense do its work in a recent game. He and the
Falcons hope to continue the winning ways Saturday at WMU.
third-best rushing defense.

leers looking to take 2
□ The Bowling Green hockey
team faces rivals Notre Dame
and Alaska-Fairbanks this
weekend.
By DIANA EDELMAN
The BG News
This weekend the Falcons will have
matchups with teams from two different
ends of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association spectrum.
Today, BG (4-4-1) heads to South Bend,
Ind. to face off against Notre Dame. Notre
Dame (7-1-1) enters today's game in first
place in the CCHA tied with Michigan State
for 10 points.
The Irish, with the top offense in the
league and the second-best defense, will
throw BG a challenge. So far, the Falcons
have outplayed their opponents but have not

been able to outscore

them.

"We can't take any penalties against these
to

TO defeat Notre guys and put them on the power play
Dame, BG needs to be give them that opportunity."
able to put goals past

senior goaltender ForBuddy Powers
rest Karr. Karr has
been in the net since
coach
the first drop of the ^———————
puck this season and
Miami to earn its first two CCHA victories.
holds a .894 save percentage.
The Nanooks currently hold eighth place in
Coach Buddy Powers outlined what needs the CCHA tied with Ohio State.
to be done in the matchup today.
Alaska-Fairbanks, like BG, was picked to
"We can't take any penalties against these finish at the bottom of the league.
guys and put them on the power play to give
"We are both out to prove that we don't
them that opportunity," he said. "The tough belong there," Powers said.
thing for us will be going to Notre Dame and
playing a nationally ranked team and going
back and playing Alaska-Fairbanks. MenialOn paper, BG has the edge. The Nanooks
ly we are going to have to work with these are allowing 4.17 goals per game — a league
guys to keep an edge on them."
high. BG is allowing 4.14. Offensively, it is
BG begins a five-game homestand for BG seventh in the league averaging three goals
against the Nanooks Saturday (2-4-0 CCHA). per game while UAF is in eighth with 2.5
Last weekend, Alaska-Fairbanks swept goals per game.

Women's CC set on trip back
to NCAA championships
J BG women are looking to return to NCAA
Championships.

chance to go to the NCAA meet."
Some of the best teams in the
nation will be at this meet with
fifth-ranked Wisconsin and
sixth-ranked Michigan looking
to compete for the top two spots.
BG needs a strong performance
By MARK WIESE
to compete with these two teams
The BG News
in order to place first or second.
Terre Haute, Ind. will be the
"It is not impossible but it will
last stop for many of the be very difficult to beat Wisconwomen's cross country teams in sin and Michigan," Price said.
the area.
Coming off a strong victory at
Only the best of the best have the Mid-American Champia chance to move on at the Great onships, the Falcons jumped up
to 25th position in the national
Lakes District Championships.
The Bowling Green women's polls. This position would curcross country team thinks they rently qualify BG into the NCAA
have the right balance of health meet, but one meet still remains.
and talent to make it to the pin- The season simply boils down to
nacle of the season — the NCAA how well the Falcons perform at
Championships.
the Great Lakes District Meet.
Price has been named MAC
The Great Lakes District Meet
is just one of nine district meets Coach-of-the-Year for the third
across the country. The first two time in the last four years. The
teams from each district qualify Falcons have won the MAC
for the NCAA meet. If BG does every year Price has received this
not finish first or second, they award.
still have a chance to qualify
The strength of BG's front five
since the NCAA accepts 13 addi- runners has been an advantage
tional at-large bids, totaling 31 the Falcons have had all year.
teams who will run for the title.
The crew of Wendy Licht-OrdPhoto ProTided
"We want to place in the top way, Hanane Sabri, Christine
Laura Dunear and company want to return to the NCAA chamthree," coach Steve Price said. "If
pionship*. They need a top three finish to do so.
we do that, we have a good
• See NCAA, page eight.
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Men's CC
hopes to end
on high note
□ District meet likely
to be season finale for
men's cross country
team.
By KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News
This Saturday, one season will
end and another will begin for
the Bowling Green men's cross
country team.
The Great Lakes District
Championship is this weekend
for the Falcons, and it is
inevitably their final meet of the
season.
They are in what coach Sterling Martin believes is the toughest region in the country. With
teams including Mid-American
Conference champions Miami
University, as well as a tough
Central Michigan squad which
could find their way to the
NCAA
Championships
in
Lawrence, Kansas, this seems
like a plausible estimate.
• See MEN, page eight.
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Women's hoops head west
□ The Deanne
Knoblauch era will
begin in Madison.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
The schedule-makers have a
history of putting Big Ten opponents on the Bowling Green
women's basketball schedule.
Sunday, the Falcons will travel
to one of those Big Ten venues
when they head west to Madison to
battle Jane Albright-Dieterles Wisconsin
Badgers in Deanne
Knoblauch's debut.
Knoblauch likes it because it's
an early test to see how much
improvement the Falcons have
made in learning her run-andpress system.
"I like playing better teams,"
Knoblauch said. "I think its a heck
of a lot better to play at Wisconsin

then some team ranked 240 on the
RPI list. Its a challenge and who
knows? Upsets happen. We're
going in there and we're going to
play our best."
The Badgers return three
starters from last year's 21-10
squad that lost In the opening
round of the NCAA tournament to
Virginia Tech. LaTonya Sims. 1998
Freshman-of-the-Year. stands 6-3
and Is one of the returnees. She
averaged 12.6 points and 6.9
rebounds per game.
The record alone shows the
improvement
since AlbrightDieterle took over the program In
1994. BG defeated the Badgers In
l he last meeting in 1987.
Knoblauch is concerned about
the Badger height. Rounding out
their starting lineup is 5-5 Junior
guard Dee Dee Pate. 5-11 Junior
guard Judy Fueling. 6-0 forward
Tanisha Boston and 6-5 center
Amy Wiersma. Beyond that, they
have a recruiting class rated in the
top 10 in the nation.

"We took a big step from thejirst exhibition
game to the second exhibition game. It
gives us a lot of confidence in knowing we
can get better."
Jayme Wappes
BG junior guard

In terms of the adjustments to
the run-and-press. Knoblauch
believes it will take some time.
"We'll Just get better and better,"
Knoblauch said. "Well try to get a
comfortable rotation. We're trying
to get it down to 10 (players). We
may not be able to do that. We
want to be feeling pretty good in
many phases of the game when we
start our MAC schedule."
Junior guard Jayme Wappes
believes the team is adjusting nicely to the new system.
"We took a big step from the
first exhibition game to the second
exhibition game," Wappes said. "It
gives us a lot of confidence in

knowing we can get better. I think
we will improve more."
Senior forward Jill DeFosse Is
one player trying to pick up her
play and
Knoblauch.

prove

herself

to

"I would have been in pretty
much the same situation with Jaci
(Clark, the old head coach) as last
year," DeFosse said. "1 had to prove
myself all over again with Dee
(Knoblauch). I'm still adjusting to
it."

Photo Provided
LaTonya Sims will provide a challenge for BG Sunday.

Volleyball ready to tangle with red birds
□ First place Miami
and red hot Ball State
host the Falcons in two
weekend matches.
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
The times are today and Saturday at 7 p.m. The places are
Muncie, Ind. and Oxford. The
weekend will be known as "the
battle of the birds."
The volleyball showdowns
will feature the Falcons, who
have struggled to soar this season and two high-flying teams
in Ball Stale and Miami.
"We've got the four best
teams in the conference left,"
coach Denise Van De Walle said.

"We have to at least believe that
we have a chance. We've been
practicing well. You see the
enthusiasm in practice, but if s
all about what happens on
match day."
BG enters the weekend with
an 11-17 overall record and 4-10
in the Mid-American Conference.
Ball State enters the match 113 in the MAC and 16-9 overall.
The Cardinals are the hottest
team in the MAC. They have
won 10 of their last 11.
Miami, 21-6 overall and 13-2
in the MAC, is first in the conference. They have won 13 of 15.
Their most recent loss came at
the hands of Ball State Nov. 4.
Miami boasts a well-rounded
offense. They have three players
who average better than three
kills per game. Alissa Thompson

(3.41), Julie Sterk, (3.24) and
Maggie Clark (3.44) are joined
by Mindy Collins who averages
2.95 kills per game.
Senior Lindsay Follin leads
the Ball State attack. She had a
match-high 21 kills against
Northern Illinois. It was Follin's
74th match with more than 10
kills. That breaks the school
record for a career. She is also on
pace to break the career record
for kills. She has 1390. The current mark is 1442 held by Stefan ie Decker.
The Cardinals boast the top
setter in the MAC. Emily Sallee
gets 13.49 assists per game.
Miami's setter, Kerry Hardek, is
third setting 12.63 balls successfully each game.
Although the Falcons are
struggling to win a match, their
offensive play has been strong

the last three matches. Against
Cleveland State, Marshall and
Ohio, BG went to five games.
The brown and orange had
more kills as well as a better hitting percentage than each opponent. Prior to posting kill percentages of .258, .223 and .207
last week, BG had three straight
contests with hitting percentages lower than .060.
Melissa Lewis led the attack
with more than 20 kills in each
match including a career-best
(29) against Marshall Friday. In
that match, she broke the BG
single-match record for attack
attempts with 89. Lewis is currently twelfth on the school
career list with 703 kills.
The improved offense will be
key against a Cardinal team that
tends to be a bit stingy on
defense.

"Their defense is very good
because they have a big block,"
assistant coach Tom Manna said.
"They've got some players that
are rather tall and do a good job.
Like any defense, there are
places that we can take advantage of. We have got to be able
to get the ball to certain spots in
their defense that we know are
open. Passing is the first thing.
We have to be able to distribute
the ball and hopefully get some
one-on-one situations."
Ball State held three opponents last week, including MAC
leader Miami, to a combined
attack percentage of .117. In
those three, and the six previous
matches, the Cardinals have
held opponents to .138. Ball
State is 11-2 when holding foes
under .200.
This will be the first match

between the Falcons and the
Cardinals this year.
Miami defeated BG in their
first meeting of the season. In a
match at Anderson Arena, the
Red Hawks downed the Falcons
in three straight games.
BG freshman Amber Vorst
and senior Bridgett Mclntyre
played very well last week.
They both compiled stats that
surpassed totals for their
careers.
For her career, Vorst entered
the week with 12 kills, 27 digs
and 4 blocks. In the three matches last week, she tallied 47 kills,
47 digs and 7 blocks.
Mclntyre had career totals of
6 kills, 1 assist and 11 blocks.
She topped those marks with 8
kills, 3 assists and 11 blocks on
the week as well as adding 37
digs.

Swimming and Diving teams prepare for battles with Rockets, Buckeyes
□ Women's swim team
faces off against Toledo
and Ohio this
weekend.
BY KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News
As «i general rule for sports,
the matches that are easiest for a
team to harness their collective
energy on are those that are versus their rivals.
This weekend bodes to be a
busy one lor the women's swim
team, as the) have meets at Toledo and also at home here at
Cooper Pool against Ohio Stale.
Of the teams that the Falcons
will compete against this season,
Toledo is perhaps the team that
Bowling Green is most evenly
matched with.
This week at practice, all of

their efforts have been challenged together in pursuit of one
cause: beating Toledo.
This has been done through
simulated relay races vs. Toledo.
Everyone has been concentrating on beating the "Toledo swimmer" next to them, and finishing
the race hard to beat the "Toledo
swimmer" who is just lagging
behind them.
"We want to get off to a better
start in the meet," said senior cocaptain Tina Sullivan. "We are
equally matched with Toledo, so
it should be a great meet. We
need to have fun, and not be
intimidated. Also, we need to
stay behind our teammates, and
encourage them when they don't
swim well. It is all going to come
down to who wants it more."
In their other meet this weekend, the Falcons face off against
• See SWIM, page eight.
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□ The men's swimmers will need quality
swims for weekend
success.
By NICK HURM
The BG News
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BG News Photo/MICHAEL LEHMKUIE
The Falcons face rival Toledo today and Ohio State tomorrow.

Another weekend brings
another tough challenge for the
Bowling Green men's swimming
and diving team. On this week's
agenda: the Rockets and the
Buckeyes.
Friday, arch-rival Toledo will
supply a packed house as the
Rockets get kicking and plunging with the Falcons at 6 p.m. A
rivalry which in the past has
been one-sided with Toledo
dominance should be much closer this year.
An exciting and quality freshman swim class will help add to

the Rocket's success.
"Toledo is a strong team,"
sophomore Andy Jenkins said.
"They don't have the depth they
use to have though."
"Our guys are jazzed up,"
head swim coach Randy Julian
said. "The guys are focused to go
to Toledo and stand them
straight up and race. We got
some events we can be very competitive in. We got some events
we're a mile behind on."
Saturday the Falcons will try
to pull what Michigan State did
against Ohio State in football —
an upset. Ohio State will come
into Cooper Pool packed with
talented
swimmers.
This
includes a medley relay team
that was in the top eight last year.
"They bring in some of the
finest swimmers in collegiate
swimming in the country," Julian
• See DIVING, page eight.

10 FREE Parking Spots!! Conveniently close to
campus!!

.:,

/jpn0
It's time to vote for your favorite
band! All responses will be taken into
consideration when planning this years
concert! Please e-mail up to three of
your favorite bands to:

concert@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
One vote per person please!

Any questions call 372-2343

Community of Christ Lutheran Church
1124 E. Wooster 352-5101
Drawing at our 10:30 a.m. contemporary worship on
Sunday, Nov. 15! Must be present to win!
FREE PARKING PERMIT GOOD TO THE END OF
FALL SEMESTER!
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Continued from page fix.

Thompson, Laura Deneau and
Angie Michael has done the job
this year for the Falcons.
"It is important to stay together as a pack and finish ahead of
other teams," Thompson said.

All-MAC first team runners
Sabri and Licht-Ordway need
another solid performance in
order for the Falcons to be competitive. Also, Thompson, who
gained All-MAC second teatn
honors for the Falcons, needs to
have a strong performance in

order for the team to make an
impact at districts.
"No one thinks we can do it,
but we want to go out and get
Michigan," Thompson said.

SOCCERContinued from page six.

the best team."
The Falcons will again have to
rely on the defense as they do not
have the scoring threats they've
had in the past. It could be another match where neither team
scores the lone goal until the
waning moments. That was the
case against Kentucky when
Fred Degand scored the gamewinner in the 117th minute.
"In the second half, we realized we needed to score a goal to
win the game," forward Bobby
Biggs said. "We were just more
focused in our offensive third
and that's how we scored. It just
clicked. It had a little to do with
patience. We just had to get it
done and we did."
The Zips will probably offer
BG's toughest challenge, as they
did during the regular season.
The deep Zips, led by Michael
Apple, the 1998 MAC Player-ofthe-Year, and Justin Millard have
many offensive weapons. The
Zips like to shoot whenever they
have a half-chance to score.
"There's great balance on the
team," Mahler said. "If you concentrate on one player, things can
break down defensively in other
areas. We're ready to stay there
as long as it takes to win the
game. If we do it in regulation,
great. If it comes down to penalty kicks, that's also fine. Our goal
is to keep the slate clean and
knock one or two in."
The team's defensive philosophy has carried them during the
last couple games. They've
outscored ihe opposition 14-4
while winning seven of their last
nine games. The Falcons have
outscored the opposition 22-14

on the season.
Goalkeeper
Scott Vallow
has recorded
10
shutouts
with 75 saves
and
a
.71
Bowling Green (10-7-2)
goals-against
vs. Akron (16-2-1)
average
in
1770:57
of
work in the
p.m. Sarurdaj
net. His average ranks 15th
in the nation
He also owns
1997; BG 1, Akron 0
the
schoolrecord with 42
shutouts.
1996: BG 4, Kent.
The Falcons
will also enter
the game with
995: BG 2, Akron 0
the same mentality as the
1994: Miami 3, BG 1 (Of)
tournament
games in Kentucky — win ■
to
advance.
They know a
the seniors reacted knowing it
loss is the end of the season and might be their last game,"
the end of the career for seniors
Vallow, Darren Niles and Nick Schokora said. "It made the
underclassmen want to play for
Kolliniatis.
"Now you're going to have to everyone else."
plav with confidence," midfieldPeop'.e might think Akron has
er Chris Kraft said. "Everyone is a major advantage playing at
going to have to play as if they
are seniors. It's going to be a home, but the Falcons are not
game where you only have a few concerned. They won out there
chances. We're a good defensive in 19% and 1997. Plus, eight of
team. I'm sure we're going to BG's 23 players are from the
stop those chances and finish Cleveland area, and most have
ours."
seen action at Jackson Field.
Freshman back Adam Schoko"I don't think you could ask
ra believes the younger guys for a better environment,"
understand the importance of Mahler said. "I think it'll be a
playing in a tournament.
great game. I hope a lot of people
"It was interesting to see how from this aiea can get out there
and watch it and be a part of it."

en's Soccer
Championship Game

Continued from page six.

While this is their last meet,
the pre-race preparation is following the same formula that
has been implemented over the
past three weeks.
"Even though it is our last, we
are approaching it the same as
we would any other meet," Martin said. "We would like to end
the season with a lot of quality
efforts."
Junior Dan Haute added, "We
are taking a relaxed attitude. We
need to just relax and enjoy the
meet."
Looking toward next year, the
Falcon cross country team will
be losing some
invaluable performers and
class individuals. This includes
both team captains in seniors

• Just 25« a Gallon
• Chemical & Sodium Free
• Natural Hydralion

• Serviced & Sanitized Daily
• Open 24 Hours
• Tested By the State
• Self Serve-B YOB
•NAMA Approved

"We have done the work that
it takes to be successful," Martin
said. "Our season has not been a
complete disappointment. We
had some very positive performances. It is just a shame that we
have not quite experienced the
success that these guys deserve."
Flaute added his thoughts on
the season.
"The transition to a new coach
and spending time with people
on the team were probablv the
most memorable momenta for
me, personally," Flaute said. "I
think the best thing is the assurance that we are building a
strong team for the future. The
future looks bright for Bowling
Green cross country.'

brings the team down," sophomore Bill Rochl said. "If we get
close to them and race a good
medley, hopefully it will get the
team going."
Another goal is for the team to
improve across the board on
their times. Julian believes
everyone needs to see they are
getting faster. This will help not
only at the present time but also
down the road as they near the
end of the season.
Junior captain Matt Johnsen

has been under the weather this
week but should be ready for
this weekend's action. Johnsen is
a vital part of BG's swimming
attack and will help put some
points up for the Falcons.
The other area where BG will
look for some quality points is
diving. Senior Jeff Allen and
sophomores Josh Clungston and
Kris Waechter will hope to add
to the Falcon attack with a good
showing on the one and three
meter boards.

Sullivan stated the keys to the
team's success.
"The team needs to swim
well, and have season best
times," Sullivan said. "Beyond
that, we need to have fun, and

compete hard. If these things all
occur, we should reach our goal
of beating Toledo."
The women's meet Saturday
begins at 1:00 p.m. at Cooper
Pool.

Continued from page seven.

said. "This is a wonderful chance
to swim against one of the great
programs in the country."
One of the big goals for the
orange and brown this weekend
will be to jump off to a good
start. Julian believes that the last
two weeks the men did not live
up to getting out to a good start,
which affected the team.
"When we lose the medley
relay (the opening event) it

DIVINGContinued from page seven.
Ohio State. However, the meet
vs. Toledo is the one that carries
more weight, and more emphasis for BG.

Support Falcon
Athletics!

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?

IXil AHA Xil AHA Xil AHA Xil AHA XilX

Sisters of Chi Omega
and

Alpha Xi Delta

• call now for Spring and Summer leasing
• utilities included
• space available immediately
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility

Grab a Date!
Meet at the:
Halfway House
Sat., Nov. 14
6:30 pm

Call Newman Housing

(Look For The Walrrmillsi

2 Convenient BG Locations
South: 989 S. Main
North: 1058 N. Main
inert to Patlioi't. BG,

for details on hassle-free living!

tmfrtmiofTCBt. BG)

if their season was a good one.

SWIMMING^

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

We Care About
The Water You Drink

Jim Weckesser and Pat Camey,
as well as three year varsity runner Sam Fitzpatrick. All three
runners will be sorely missed
next year.
Following the completion of
the District meet, the team will
be given a small recess that will
last until after Thanksgiving
break.
Following this short break,
these dedicated runners will
begin training and conditioning
for the impending track season,
which everyone on the team
feels will be a very rewarding
one.
"We have a lot of talent," Martin said. "We are looking to put
the conference meet behind us,
and have a very positive track
season."
In retrospect, the team feels as
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OUR FALL 1993 NEW INITIATES

Monday - Saturday, except Thursday 7-9pm

SPECIALS
TUESDAY:
WEDNESDAY:
THURSDAY:

Swing Dancing
Lessons Available from 9:30 - 10:30
Karaoke with Rich Michaels FROM 10-2
DIMERS 7-9; Dollar Pitchers ALL NIGHT

Erin Adair
Heather Armstrong
Molly E3ucher
Jenn B-urnett
Sandy 6ums
Andrea Cappelletti
Rita Chess
Kris ten Cleveland
Alison Edie

Steph Gerronc

'KAMIKAZES: WHERE THE WEEKEND STARTS ON WEDNESDAY"
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Megan Hoehn
Alii Holko
Suzy Johnson
Steph Lipps
Michelle Morsey
Sarah Ruksenos
Kelli Schultz
Ahley Schutte
Juli Span
Sarah Tkac
Allison Vitas
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Socks look to
replace Vaughn
Red Sox general manager Dan
Duquette hit the road Thursday
needing to fill several vacancies: a
first baseman, a slugger, a .300
hitter and a team leader.
All because one man. Mo
Vaughn, didn't like what Duquette
was offering and decided not to
return to the only organization he's
played for since he became a pro in
1989. Duquette left Naples. Fla.,
site of the negotiations, to pursue
other free agents, team spokesman
Kevin Shea said.
"He had planned all along to do
this" even if Vaughn had signed,
Shea said.
Vaughn, who topped Boston
with 40 homers and a .337 batting
average last season, earned $6.6
million in the last year of a threeyear contract.

The BG News
TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL
American League

BALTIMORE ORIOLES-Agreed to terms
with RHP Mike Timlin on a four-year contract
Named Marv Fblty first-base coach and Bruce
Kison pitching coach
CLEVELAND INDIANS-Named Dave
Keller hitting coordinator.
SEATTLE MARINERS-Agreed to terms
with RHP [ose Mesa on a two-year contract.
Named |im Slaton pitching coach for Tacoma of
thePCL. •
National League
LOS ANGELES DODGERS—Agreed to
terms with INF Juan Castro on a two-year contract
NEW YORK METS-Agreed to terma with
RHP Masato Yoshii on a two-year contract.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Named Marty
Brown manager, Scott Lovekamp pitching
coach and |eff Livesay coach of Altoona of the
Eastern League; Curtis Wilkerson manager,
Blaine Beatty pitching coach and Ramon
Sambo coach of Wiliuunsport of the New YorkPenn League, Scott Lime manager and Jim

STANDINGS
Bibby pitching coach of Lynchburg of the Carolina League and Tracy Woodson manager. Doc
Watson pitching coach and Ben Ogilvie coach
of Hickory of the South Atlantic League.
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Agreed to
terms with OF Ellis Burks on a two-year contract.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Named Lewis
C. Merletti vice president and director of stadium and security affairs.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
NHL—Suspended Tampa Bay D Enrico
Ciccone for one game and fined him $1,000 for
elbowing Marc Savard of the New York
Rangers in a game on Nov. 10.
DETROIT RED WINGS—Assigned D Yan
Golubovsky to Adirondack of the AHL.
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS—Acquired RW.
Keith Jones from the Colorado Avalanche for
LW Shron Podein
TAMPA BAY UGHTN INC.—Recalled D
Mike Mi Bain from Cleveland of the IHL.

Browns hire Lewis as crime dog
The Associated Press
Lewis Merlettit the Secret Service
director who tried unsuccessfully to keep
his agents from testifying in the Monica
Lewinsky investigation, is retiring to
coordinate security for the new Cleveland Browns.
Merletti, who protected Presidents
Reagan, Bush and Clinton, will become
the Browns vice president and director of
stadium and security affairs.
The Browns scheduled an afternoon
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news conference to introduce Merletti.
Browns president Carmen Policy
called his newest hire an "outstanding
manager who has demonstrated
sound judgment throughout his career,
often under the most demanding conditions."
He argued that allowing agents to testify in the Lewinsky investigation would
endanger future presidents. He reasoned
that a president who did not trust the discretion of his protectors would try to
keep his distance from them.

DIVISION I
All games Saturday at 7 p.m.
At Cin. Princeton Viking Stadium
Cin. St. Xavier (8-1) vs. Cin. Winton Woods (9-l)_
At Mlddletown Barnltz Stadium
Cin. Colerain (10-0) vs. Centervule (9-1)
At Massillon Paul Brown Tiger Stadium
Canton McKinley (8-1) vs. Massillon Jackson (8-2)
At Mansfield Senior Arlin Field
Marion Harding (9-1) vs. North Canton Hoover (9-

TkeT«p2B
*j The Associated Press
The Top Twenty Five teams in The Associated Press college football poll.
with fast-place votrs In parentheses, records through Nov. 7. total points
based on 25 points for a first place vote through one point for a 25th place
vote and ranking in previous poll
1. Tennessee 1461
2. Kansas SI. |I9|
3. UCLA {41
4. Florida
5 Honda SI III
S.TeasAAM
7. Ohio SI
8 Wisconsin
9 Aittona
10. Arkansas
11 Nebraska
12. Notre Dame
13 Missouri
14 Tulane
IB. Michigan
16. Virginia Tech
17. Georgia
18. Texas
19. Perm Si
20. Oregon
21 Virginia
22 Georgia Tech
23 Air Force
24 Miami
25. Wyoming

Record
8-0
90
8-0
8-1
9-1
9-1
8-1
9-0
8-1
8-0
8-2
7-1
7-2
8-0
72
7-1
62
72
62
7-2
7-2
6-2
8-1
5-2
8-1

Pis
1.718
1.677
1.615
I.SI6
1.510
1.319
1.311
1.309
1.189
1.171
931
899
752
747
729
722
596
577
575
498
360
315
260
244
69

Pv
2
4
3
5
6
7
1
8
10
II
14
13
18
15
22
15
19
20
9
21
12
23
25
24

1)

'

At Milliard Darby
Grove City (9-1) vs. Westerville South (7-3)
At Westerville North Warrier Field
Gahanna Lincoln (10-0) vs. Upper Arlington (10-0)
At Parma Byers Field
Cleve. St. Ignatius (8-2) vs. Shaker Heights (10-0)
DIVISION II
All games Friday at 7:30 p.m.
At Dayton Welcome Stadium
New Carlisle Tecumseh (10-0) vs. Washington CH
Miami Trace (8-2)
At Faii-field
Cin. Roger Bacon (8-2) vs. Lebanon (9-1)
At Kent State University Dix Stadium
Chardon (10-0) vs. Dover (9-1)
At Youngs. Boardman Spartan Stadium
Unlontown Lake (9-1) vs. East Liverpool (9-1)
At Findlay Donnell Stadium
Sylvanla Southview (9-1) vs. Tiffin Columbian (91)
At Maumee Kazmaier Stadium
Bowling Green (8-2) vs. Celina (8-2)
At Solon Stewart Field

—

Others receiving votes West Virginia 38. Southern Cal 36. Syracuse 30.
Kentucky 20. Michigan St. 5. Alabama 4. Texas Tech 4. Marshall 2, Colorado
1. Purdue 1.

The AP poll and coverage of college football can be found at
http;// www.aptop25.com

Women's soccer team looks forward to next season
□ Young Falcons take
experience and
positive outlook into
next season.
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
"There is always next year."
This famous phrase has been
used by such teams as the Buffalo Bills, the Denver Broncos and
the Cleveland Indians after great
regular seasons saw no championships in the postseason.

For the Bowling Green
women's soccer team, this
phrase will be used and a positive outlook for next season is
being inscribed in the players'
heads.
The Falcons ended the 1998
season with a record of 8-11-1
overall and 4-5-1 in the MidAmerican Conference. BG's season was cut short after an intense
2-1 overtime loss to Northern Illinois Nov. 6.
"You gotta lose the big one
before you can win the big one,"
coach Tom Piccirillo said. "We
took some giant steps this year as

a team and proved that we could
play well in the big games
against the big teams."
Since the team is in its second
year and has 14 freshmen, eight
sophomores, two juniors and one
senior, BG was considered a
young team. But with only one
member graduating, BG will be
back with a fury next fall.
"We went from never playing
together as a team to a team that
advanced to the MAC championship game," freshman forward
and final points leader Tracy
Gleixner said. "Next year, we
will play better as a team because

Xappa (DeCta Sorority
One (Enchanted(Evening
"Melissa Simon escorted by Matt Shively
Amy Miller escorted6y Coflin Martin
Carolyn 0'<Rpurf{e escorted6y (David (Prince
Amanda FLrchenbrecher escorted by Jason 'Farmer
Linda Vmfket escorted by Andy Miller
Jamaica Howard escorted by a gentleman
"Kjisty Schuster escorted by a gentleman
Sharon (Risner escorted by Mik$ (Pheifer
Angie Haufzinger escorted by Wts 'Neumann
Amanda Caskgy escorted by a gentleman
Maggie Matney escorted by Matt 'Westrick^
Kflty Creecy escorted by "Kevin Hughes
Christy Vmfleet escorted by Zach <Broshes
"Kjystin 'Erehenbracher escortedby 'RichardStarry
Leia Slicer escorted by Shawn A nderson
Shannon Sisia escorted by Matt <Baber
<Beth Schubert escorted by Shawn Talbert
Stephanie Rfflpp escorted by Matt "Kjeis
Wendy Nothstein escorted by John "Waugama
Qabriette Etesse escorted by Zachary 'Ryan
Stephanie Friedman escorted by Justin Craddock^
Amanda Oostra escorted by a gentleman
Angeleena Mulligan escorted by Scott Qroff
Christina (Basarab escorted by Matt Linchech^
Alicia (Burge escorted by Jason Homer
%rista Zarakjs escorted by Todd (Patterson
Jen "Wearly escorted by Sean Connery
Janelle Cloudy escorted by Matt Anderson
Laura (Poeppelmeier escortedby (Ben Affleck
'Erin Sayers escorted by Matt Damon
brandy grimes escorted by (Brad'Pitt
Mindy McDowell escorted by Jeremy Schkuter
Missy Moorman escorted by (Dale Peters
Lauren Eisk^escorted by Chris (Blasdel
"Kjista Lazar escorted by Jason Sauer
Allison (Bennett escorted by a gentleman
Amanda %eith escorted by Steve Kprzan
Christy Norberg escorted by a gentleman
(Dianne Savage escorted by Tom Walton
Stephanie (Reed escorted by Andy (Branded
White <Rpse 'Formal
November 14, 1998

I

we will know where everyone
will be at all times."
BG has drastically improved
from the 1997 season when they
finished 6-12-0 overall and 1-6-0
in the MAC. They recorded an
impressive four more wins in the
conference and two more wins
overall.
"We played well this year, but
there is always room for
improvement," Piccirillo said.
"The freshmen this year were not
your typical freshmen that come
off the bench and are a little
shaky. These girls proved
throughout the season that they

could adjust to college life and
soccer, and the older girls helped
them through it."
Individually, the Falcons
flourished by having all the
members of the team seeing adequate playing time and having
two members receiving all-conference awards. Gleixner and
freshman defenseman Beth
Wechsler received All-MAC honors with Wechsler being named
to the second-team. Gleixner
made the first team, being the
first-ever BGSU first-team pick.
She ranks as the Falcon's career
scoring leader after only one
year.

"I have definitely learned a lot
this year," Gleixner said. "It is
due to the training and the help
of the older girls getting me
adjusted to playing Division I
soccer."
With next season a long way
ahead, the Falcons continue their
conditioning and weight lifting
to prepare for the fall but not
before a well-deserved break.
"We are looking to fill in a few
holes that we have," Piccirillo
said. "We are hoping to get some
good talent for next year and end
up in the top of the conference
next fall."

ups
Voted America's Best
Company for Part-Time Jobs
-Your Money Magazine, Ort./Nov. 1998

United Parcel Service is a Global, Fortune 500 company that is
considered in the industry the leader in package distribution. We
are currently looking for permanent part-time employees who are
interested in working from 3 to 5 hours per day.

We Offer:
Excellent entry level pay of
$8.50/$9.50 per hour, and can earn up
to $12.45/$ 13.45 per hour with
progression!

• Full time benefits for part time work!
• Advancement opportunities!
• Holidays and weekends off!

United Parcel Service

If you're interested in staying in shape, join us and work out while you work.

(419)891-6820
'Must be able to perform the "Essential Job Function"

1

UPS is m Equal Oppftunity Emij

\
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TV GUIDE SECTION (CONT. FROM PG. 3)
NOVEMBER 14,1998
1:30
12:30 1 1:00

SATURDAY
1 12:00

2:(H»

2:30

3:(MI

3:30

4:00

4:30

|

5:00

|

5:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

O)

m
S)
CD
€E>

To Be Announced

For Persons 4-64 Years of Age

College Football Regenal Coverage - Teams lo Be Announced (Live)

HangTImeX

Inside Sluh"

Ugh* Side

Power-Juicing

Hewthome

Maiknum Cov.

Olympic Gold

Kitchen Qwik

OHgkw-WoH

Victory Garden

Victory Oatden

This Old House

Yankee Shop

Itometlnte: Col

Am Woodsnop

Michigan

NonhefnEipat

Thia Old House VenkeaShop

ffi Homere-Wkthp ThnkFaatX
CD iiimMkfM
3D Movie: ee'i Otm< Company
AMC

College Football: Notre Dame al Navy (Live) X

|Goll Shark Shootout •• Third Round (Live) E

College FootbMI Big Tan Game - Teen* lo 8* Announced |iw)

. Challenge Ovai. Calif

Cooking Secret

Joanna Lund

Treilaide. Adv

Nature (HI (In Stereo) X

Hometime: Base Know Your Fire Jacques Pepin

CuclnaAasore

Joy ol Painting

Brands Hams

New Garden

Movie: ••• "Wat Street '(1987) A njtfwjaa corporate raider mstnjcts a young stockbroker

Paw Program

Earth: Final Conflict ' Sieepers"

Xena: Warrior Prtnceee (In Stereo)
Natural History Collectibles

Natural Hiatory Collectlblee
(1968) Voices ol Joey Lwranca.

[Victory Garden

Movie:** -ClassAcT(1992. Comedy) ChristopherRaid

Martin n

IVIpet"Arlermalh"(InSlereo)X

Children Ride Free*

Movie: •••• "Stagecoach' [1939. Western) John Wayne. Claire Trevor

Sedan The Dying Few" |R) X
leten-Toolbelit

INHL Cool Shots Cava Fast Break College Football Conktrence USA Game- ieemsiOBe«iinoi«xeo tuvei
Mystery science TTteaaar na (HI

Welcome lo Paradoi (In Stereo) ■ Movie: •• iirVsieryonA<r»i8tr»amr(19ei)TerenceStamp
Home Savvy |R) IHome Savvy (R) Hometime (R)

[Hometkeuj (R)

Home Again |R) [Home AgainiR) Men-Toolbalta

TNT

Movie: 8a0ylon5 River of S<»itt"|t998) Tracy Scoggvis (InSlereoiK Movie: **'. 'The Dews Brigade H968. Drama) William Hotden. ChflRoberoon

Top to Count

Storyteliere -John Meaancamp- (R) (In Stereo)

SATURDAY
6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

Beeiieiuice

|2 Stupid Doge

jScoobyDoo

jScoobyDoo

Movie. Ki«»sinmeHouee"(i998 Suspense) Maro Van Peebles X

Aerobals "i

|Home Again (R| Home Again

TLC

[RoedRovere
[Freekaiold!
TOON Cartoon Planet [Wayneheed
USA Movie: •• Cool Wortf (1992. fantasy) Km Beamger (In Slereo) I

College Football

Q)

Coaege Football

■

Porky Pig

Porky Pig

JiW

8:00

«>:30

'»:(MI

|PorkyPlg

imm

10:00

11:00

11:30

X

.Wiereflu":
Set. Night Live

Home Videos

[Movie: ••• ",Art»r"(l994)Asc*nceeipeimartyieioalt«w^

BaHykleeangel A beauty contest

When Sleeping Gianls Wake ■

Lawrence Walk Show

European Rail Journeys

Antlquea Roadahow (in Slereo) K Keeping Up

V.LP. "Vai Got Game" (In Stereo)

Cops I

~Ql

» 00) Natural Hiatory Collectibles

Outer Limes 1.

Cash Etptoelon Pretender "Amnew" (m Slereo) X IPretender "Betrayal" |ln Slereo) I |ProfHtt "The Sum ol Her Parts" I

Lawrence Welk Show

Hercules Legendary Jmys.

CopeiR

s

New Red Green New Red Green Sessions at Wee 54th (In Stereo)
Keeping Up

Phil Colllna - The Big Band

IHewt X

Movie: • Hig»iScrKxyHe*aB'|l958l Yvonne Lme

Movie: »•• "Oartng (.*"(1970. Comedy) Julie Andrew. X

Movie: •»

COM

Bob-Margaret

Rowan AHuneon: Fai

Aspen Comedy Fesliva

Shipwreck--The Luadania,"

Wild Deacovery: Riiino

Dead Sea ScroHe

ENC

(4 50) Movie:

ESPN PBA Bowling
FAM

Movie: Austin Powers International Manor Mvswy
Snortacenaar

ICoU Gmnght

Wendy Wickhajm

New York Undercover "TaaST

[Home Improve.

•:•• TUyfeeowAn»niMrB-(l996)Jac*Lemmon PGI3 X
Coming Home: The Veteran

HTV

WhaTMTV D«TISmBreuer (Ruin'siereol'

SC

CM-.-L'"I1969

Western) Eivs Presley InaBalm

■■

Wrath ol Ihe Sea

Justice FHee "Waicn Your Waller

ol World WarliRl
I Springer Break

Aces ragh Ace combat pilots (R)

Warner Brothers Story: 75 Yeere

Figure Skating Masters ol Figure Skatng Boise. Idaho (Live)

Ghosta-Scooby iFlintslones

Movie: "Bon Voyage Chart* Brown lAnd Don! Come Bactf (I960)

Acme Hour

Movie: tee Big (1968 Comedy) omHanks (InSlereo)X

Movie: *» Beerhoven"(t992.Comedy)CnarleaGrorjn (InSlereo)X

The Net "Jump Vector" (In Slereo)

Pop-Up Video

RocrtcJIJeor^'Roci^Rcjrjeo.

Fantasy Marian Carey

Porky Pig

Pop-Up Video

Hollyvrd-Vinyl

Rock ol Ages

Jim Baker

Amy Barker

Spencer Schaefer

I .indsey Hamilton

Jeremy Berman

Becky Stacho

Nate Jenkins

Jennifer Blazek

Adam Rachuba

Police Force (Rl

Devon Killer

Brian Seltz

Movie:.. Meedlul Things' (1993)

Katie Berezoski

Brian Wical

R)|hSano)
FOX Sports News

Movie ... 'StranrjeOavs"(19%)AWackmaAaatejrjeddMeotlwjtpeooiesexperiences
Hey Hey We're the Monkaea (R)

■'■-

Video Collection a

|HWory ol Rock'n'Re* (Rf

|Sci.Thaatat

Maria PuRh

Brent Herb

La Famine NlkKa "First Mission- X

Beth Kock

Jon Tarnal

Top 10 Countdown (R) (In Stereo)

Lauren Oimling

Gerald Hanna

Shelly Ferguson

Dan. Nolan

Heather Heban

Nick Gemmel

SUNDAY

NOVEMBER 15,1998
12:00 "I 12:30 i noli r

1:30

2:00

3:00

2:30

3:30

4:00

5:30

5:00

4:30

BROADCAST STATIONS

ffi
63
2)

NFL Today X

gj

Firing Line: CIA Editors

©
CD

TBA

Stars ol FaaMon

Kelly Tiell

Jack Lee

Nova Maoy Sr-i^uov* ol Vesuvius

Lindsey Dougherty

Bridgette Dougherty/

Deluie Pre

Oo» Sk«s Chaaenge 0|a>. Cakl

Tfg*

Scientllic American FronHara X

Am woodsnop Thia Old Houee [HoaieCooking

Legendary Lighthoueea X

Market Markel

Se*-ngNsrcy

Greet Desaerts IChrtatha Cooka

II X AdiC Auclior

TfBA

Week-Business McLaughlm

NFL Football San Franosco 49ers al Atlanta Falcons From the Oeonjei Dome (In Stareo Live) X

[McLaughlin

Lawrence Welk Show

Heallhweek X

[Health Diary

Erin Kemplin

NFL Footbeii Green Bay Packers at New York Giants (m Slereo Lure)

Marisa Sparks

]Ci>aactlaealOilvea

Collectible Knives

IMovM"...e-TheGrapeso'nvram-(l9«0.Dran.)HenryfdrvJa I

Co« Movie: •• Oeencus' (1991.0)meo>) Jrjhn (^rioy. Manei Hem.ng.ay

Movie .. Death Warranr {tgsO. Orama) Jean-Cleude Van Damme

IMtwMte'i-BioooSpod-ligM. Adventure) Jean-Ciauda Van Darnma

Jason Stasser

Lindsay Bartow

Bryan Haas

Movie: .", -Once Upon a Crvne" (1992. Comedy) Jorei Candy

Movie .

Kimberli Crates

Matt Best

Tosha Lutz

Corey Smith

Alexa Musarelli

Tony Kehres

I inn i Wiehe

Andy Sammut

Cheryl Lockhart

Brett Burgett

Chelsea Kunkler

Shawn Rice

|Mouaa Monater [Eeklairaveg,

|R) (Part I 0*4)
I MTV DM

MTV

City

SCIFI C-NatCentral

New Edge IR)

We»(R|

|CoolTacsi(R)

lSawy|»| Home Savvy |R) NudeerSub:SeewoH(R)

TLC

In the Heal ol the Night «

Ms Teen idols

|BedOog"

Great Iraki Stationt |Ri

Movie: •• (enter'(1987. Comedy) WanenBeatly

maxm

Monster Farm

I Waller Melon

Uovie ..."..'

ir>-1.

Women's College Basketball: Ternessee at Purdue

3Fria<«a>,Jerry Pea-wee PUy%

'Movtt: • "Ta«olal(ii(r(l9e3)JohnTravola PG

[Lite Altar Death

prtow-Funny

[Show-Funny

ILrlettriee-Cnala 'Movie: Atpeneii TheSeguerX

Warhorae(R)(Part2ol4)

Wa7norte|R)(Pait3ol4)

jWarhoraelllhP.i'"

Ku Klui Klan A Secret Hiatory

Amy Moscioni

Matt Schmidt

Spring Break

Spring Breek

I What arTV Did

Springer Break [Prime Donna (R)

Kelly Dimus

Brian Daniel

Women a College Volleyball

Debby Widen

Luke Compton

Tara Clark

Marc Gabriel

Sorirajar Break

[CancunUndr

| Soring Break

Movie: Psyctvir :I986) Norman Balaa take* n a troubled novxe nun !Movie:... Strany»0art"(i995 Sc*iceFaon)FUilphF«irieT

i Addems Family Road Rovers

Godntia

i: ee'i "nlaenand SouK 11993 Comedy) Robert Downey Jr I
Belore They Were Rock Stara|R| [Before They Were Rock Stan II

Abby Cirata

Mega Tech' Subterranean Secrets" [Mage Tech "Below New York <Ri

I TechiR

Eurotunnel iRl

Movie: inrheHeero'iheMrjhrAManero'jusace"|1994.0rama;

TOON New Scoooy Doo Moviee
II 00)Movie: ee'i -BgSiawiaat
USA
NunvberOnee

Search lor the Sunken Treasure

"Armed and Dangerous-11986 Comedy) John Candy

Cava "Feat Break NHL Cc* Shot! Wontan's Coak«je Vokeyball UCLA al Washington Stale |R)

Women a College Volleyball "eras Tech al Colorado

Movie: ee'i ' Secret Weapons 11985 Drama) Linda Harmkon
ITs;-Mania

Super Friende

[Tai-Manla

M«ihw:-raatyBuenaaB"(igB3)
Buga Bunny 1 Deity

Movie: tee far aoo A«ay(i992i TomCrunve A dats-croased Irish coupiegolo I9ui-cenlury Amerce X
Berere They Were Rock Stars III

I Belore They Ware Rock Stare IV

Before They Were Rock Stare (R)

SUNDAY
CD
O)

Movie...
NBC News

I Practice Trench Won.' im Slereo)

20/JOT

[Movie: eee"Tii»)a>r"(t998) Storm chateni race to tw a newlomeoYjrtioneBrtig device

Datekne Iti Stareo) I

fB

Lawrence Welk Show

Classical Visions (In Sle'eoi

ffi)

Tony Brown

Natural World s Natural World 8 India Land ol the Tiger (in Sle'eoi (Pan i ol 3i X

iReligion-Elhics

NFL Football: Pacners at Gatnta
«n

;5 Ml Cotttcttat Knrvee

gg

Home improve

Borne Improve. IStar Trefc Voyager (In SMraofjF Star Trek; Deep Space Nine I

Chirs Reinhold

Marie Brewer

Travis Vollmar

Cory Goss

Erik Johson

Jam lie Consiglio

Andy Bay

Jacki Mast

Brent Frisky

Kelly Gehrint-

Jason Julte

Kristin Lay

Stu Olson

Kim Mitchell

Patrick Dougherty

Ally Dasher

Brandon Burke

News i!
Newt «

leyetenyT'TheLile and CnmeeolW»s«m Palmer" JC

IThat 70a Show IX-Flkte "Orrve" (ki Stereo) I

|New York Undercover kHsmg'

X-Fllae "El Mundo Cra" (m Siereol Walker, feua Ranger Oeadkne

[Newt I

CABLE STATIONS
fMC

Movie «.« 6^utmMctain-[19521 John Wayne

[Behind-Scraen

'.-..i;-■ ■••B,.- -

'-' Sea

IW mmPklgaeri

Movie: eee'i Homore'il967 weatem) Paul Newman Frednc March

COM 'atovta: •• Deenoos"(l99i Comedyi John Candy Mar* Hemingway

Movie:.', "Once Upon a Cnma" (1992. Comedy) John Candy

Rita Rudner: Married

OeityShowiRi

DISJ;.-+UE
Vietnam

Panama Canal: The Eighth Wonder ol me Work)

Greet Slructureeol me World

JueUce Ftktt "Welch Your Water

ENC

ESPN

POWa - Stones

[Behind Enemy Lose

Movie: ••• Vr Wonderful 11993 Comedy) Mao Delon (ki Stareo) I

la»etKeee-Cartlo'alWy'(l9M)Anea-conlitida<haidtjetca^

Wm

NFL Football Chicago Bears ■ DetrM Urns From ma Pontiac SMrdorne (Live) X

BaiketbeM 'Road to ktdy

FAM ~Movie

NFL Pikmeikna

lftayiolgpa''sCiaia/it>vs"|l9e7 r>aiTa)CanLumtily I

(SOQiMovtt:

[Movle:.'i "ftsordeitee '[11871 The Fat Boys 'PG

HBO
HIST l^KluFKianrA Secret Hietory ^TC^SSpTiR)
Reel World I [RoadRutse
[Real World I
MTV Real World X
SC

Women'a College Volleyball

SCIFI 14 001 Movtt:

TaktaoftheGun

T»wn lo Secrecy (Ri

|Earth 2 Flo«' OK (In Slereo!
Secrete Revealed .Ri (Part 1 M 2)

Own Deep
Alton Nation Chains of Love I

How'dTheyDo Thar?

TNT

i5 00iMovk»:-flokyBuariess

iMevte: ee "NiaeraU77irigs"|imHorroOMaiMnSyoDw.EdHe<ra Btm

VHI

Setore They Were Rock Start II

[Betore They Were floci Stars in

TaonHeaBa

Pacific Blue TJemaged Goodt T SMStJWrwSir.olirieiMnerBelore They Were Rock Stara IV

|R|iin Swec!.«"
Secret"World ol Rodeos

"TheoavaoiiamacunoahopatatmalMaineiown
[Tent and Jerry

Behmd the Muaic Meal LoaT(R)

Powerputt f>i7]jonnny Bravo
Nikita

True Action Adventuree IRi
(R|(H Slereo)
FOX Sporta Newt

FOX Sporta Newt

frtvatealonal Wrettung

El Nino: The Larvll'aChlM(R)

FanteloneeX. ITaiAvery

P^Ptalulandttiltolocauet
Alanit Monitette in cor«n |RT

Spenkln' New Mualc (H Stereof

TLC

jaobenew
TOON Hong Kong
USA 3 00) Movie:... FtmlAwiy IWWF Sunday Night Heat

|Mevte:«'i 1Jelorce"()9a5) Steve Raelbact

Movie: .. "Steel' (1997) Snaou*e O'Neal PGI3'X|aloirlat-L.A r^irinoeriaar(l997)AyoungrAii<eollV^aae»o»^

Soccer English Premier League - Teams lo Be Announced

[TwiNghtZone * Space Above and Beyond •

[Uctn^atlieir

Movie: ••
aeuroar -ASWFMiJjriigeS.Myetan/JPelerFalk
i^™»weer.
- - "Coknnoo
»-w^— ~—* ...----—.
. »--— . .—— ,. ... . —,,_-,,

wtieeii
vHTt«v; (Part
ir as.■ I■ ol
to 3)
<*|
Oueen i(nr
in Slereo)

"•- Sacr'ice

Space: Above and Beyond X
Secratt Revealed |R) (PariT "oT 27
Movtt: Secref Weapons-11965i
Cow » Chicken [Derler't LaO
The Net Jump Vector" (In Slereo)

let el Klue

Daniele /.tiller

Don Hewn: M MtmaM on M Mkwlae

kxka: Land ol die Tiger (in Siemo) (Part I ol 3) X

X^

NFL

Jaimi Blazek

Tracy Bain

Movie: •• Famer Hood (1993. Drama) Patrick Swayze PG-13' X

HBT 1(10-30) Movie: «. Truman "(1995)

Billy Bolton

Jayme Mayer

Movie.. • P'Mvess Daisy" 11963 Drama) Merete Van Kamp

Auto Racing NASCAR Grand National - Jrtty Lube Miami 300 (Live)
HeealtclH

Matthew Sobb

Lisa Case

Movie: •«') -Whii»n6nlherVvid-(t957 Drama) Rock Hudson

Guillotine |R)
DISC Storm Wammgl [DMcovery News Into Unknown |Strange-True
ce.'i-Ajr8uo-(t»7.r^irnady-Drama)MOieelJeMr X
11 X) Movie: 'Yoong Emsrem I
ENC

jr;

Matt Rudolph
Ben Robarge

IGDalton

Matty Say Ma

Amanda Papenfuss

Jason Rieger

ToMdiTSIorm

"I 00)

Ryan Kleshinski
Logan Brooke

Jerica Chapman

|Paid Program

CABLE STATIONS

HBO

Beth Rozko
Trish Fleming

Figure Skating Skate America Ladies, mens pairs and dance divisions

Movie ••• '[ A Suy"|ig9l Comedy) Steve Mamn. Viotona Tennanl [Paid Program

ESPN 11' 00) Sunder Nf L Countdown
FAM ReMGftoelttatrtJHarveytoon

Greg Nisuis

Leslie Zallcr

Movie:..'. -Another «fl HAS (1990. Comedy-Drama) Ed»e Murphy

AHC

Phil Zito

Jennifer Peregord

God Shark Shootout •- Final Round (Live) I

GeryBlackney

Foi NFL Sunctoy (In Stereo) X

Julie Cunningham

NFL Football Cnonnat Bengals al Minnesota V* ngs From me Hubert H Humphrey Metronome (Live)X

GaryPinkel

gQ [Woodwnght

Jeff Carr

Andy Birch

Celebrity Deeth Cartoon Sushi
SportaNewa

Wayne Kotulic

Min.li Mil. hin

Lesley Atkinson

Ku Klui Klan: A Secret Hiatory |R)
[Road Rules

Steve Penrod

Missy Hinds

Katie Carroll

Boilng Otis Gram vs Roy Jones Jr (In Slereo Live) I

I Real Work) X

Shannon Sharp

Matt Eberwein

Law and Order In the' Real Weat (R)

[ManahBraak

Jared Freeman

J.B. Howard

Movie: ... The Ranmater"(tg97 Drama) Malt Damon PG 13 X

Marlah-Braak

Dave Evans

Stephanie Brewer

Krista Gostel

Famooa Famtllea The Presieys Rock and Rol Fksyeay" (m Stereo) I

Movie: PerfeclLrrtleAngeB (1996 Suspense I Cheryl LadO X

Steve Crawford

Cari Esakov

Stacy Fabian

Sponscenler :•■

^olle^rianierilght

Police Force (R)

TOON Po-ky Pig

New Deteclrvea: Foransc

[Movie: ••• -flemo ivevams 7heAdventure8edris"|l9es. Adventure) Fred Ward X

X-Man(R)

Xhaeant (ttM)

RmberWENN

Rrta Rudner Married

IVhra Variety (R|

College Football: Conierence USA [College Football Big 12 Game •• Teams lo Be Announced (Live)

145.

USA

South Perk IRI

Movie:..'i "A»6W(l997)k»cria*JalarH

SCIFI Mystery Science Theater 3000 . R) Movie: ee'i "Drearra>^ie"|l9e4.SoenceFaion)rjWinaQuaid
TLC

Jerl Foiworthy |Brett Butler

ICotvjga Football George at Auburn (Lrvei X

Movie: "rheFacecvimelw*Canon'(l995.Drama)KealaMar»nX

HBO
HT5T

RBG Tmi inforrraiioo U
J available in large pnnl
and audio tape formal
upon requeti

<**■

Showbir Collection

7 r>ys "Ooppelgarigar ■-Part II X IStar Trek: Voyager (in Slereo) X

AMC

DISC

service n financed in p*n (rom
OMbTMlw Ma^aMn VMH torn
ODOTAFTA

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Winter Forme%yp
November i^.t ^99^

CABLE STATIONS
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A question
of music
So how did you spend
your day off Wednesday,
(besides remembering the
veterans who gave their lives
for us)?
Maybe you saw a movie,
maybe you slept a whole lot,
maybe you just vegged-out
on the couch all day. Myself,
I counted and alphabetized
my CD collection, (although I
probably
should
have
watched television instead).
I've got 194 compact discs,
several stacks of vinyl and
enough tapes that I really
don't want to mention them.
This got me to thinking:
that's a lot of music for one
person. But when I went
through all my records and
organized them, I realized
there was no way I could
part with any of the bands.
Emotional attachments,
favorite
songs,
classic
records; 1 can almost remember where and when I bought
each CD. I didn't feel that
bad about myself, even
though I've spent hundreds
of dollars keeping up with
my musical tastes.
What made me feel weird
was when I thought of the
people I know that have ten
records in their collection,
(and half of them they got for
free). My parents have less
than 10 CD's. What does this
say about someone? I've got
108 more records than some
people, but obviously that
doesn't make me better than
anyone, and vice-versa.
This leads me to my point
(I really do have one). What
exactly drives people's emotions? Obviously I find a
plethora of meaning in lyrics
and song arrangements, but I
couldn't see myself getting
that feeling from anywhere
else.
I'm basically wondering
how people feel and experience the same kind of joy
from music that I feel, if their
record collection is highly
limited.
It says a lot about someone when you look at their
record collection. I don't care
what kind of music it is
(that's personal), as long as
you have a grasp as to how
music can affect you. It scares
me when I see people in college with minds that let themselves be shaped solely by
popular radio.
The five CD's they own
are Pearl Jam, Alanis Morissette, lock Jams, Dave
Matthew's Band and maybe,
just to be on the safe side,
something by the Beatles.
These are all great bands,
and I have at least a record
from each (except Jock Jams),
but the point is, there's so
much more out there. Maybe
you get your emotional balance from other sources
besides music, and that's
great. Just as long as no one

Reviews of new live albums by
311 and Portishead, plus *N
Sync's horrible Christmas album
in this week's Sound Parade.

Phish's new album The Story
of the Ghost represents a
synthesis of some of their
more recent albums.
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Sandier soaks
up laughs in
The Waterboy'
□ Adam Sandler's
newest film is an
outrageous, highly
watchable comedy.
By ANTHONY RECZNIK
The BG News

t

Probably the most
anticipated film on
college
campuses
this fall, The Waterboy, stars Adam Sandier (The Wedding Singer, Billy
Madison) as Bobby Boucher, a
socially dysfunctional, 31-year
old Bayou-bom mamma's boy.
Bobby has no friends, no formal education and only three
loves in life: his mamma, a prowrestler named Captain Insano
and being a "hydration maintenance technician." The last of
which is temporarily interrupted
when he is relieved of his duties
by coach Red Beaulieu, (Jerry
Reed) for "distracting" players
who torment him daily.
Rather than stay home with
Mamma and her donkey, Bobby
volunteers to be the waterboy for
the SCLSU Muddogs, one of the
worst teams in college football.
The Muddogs' head coach,
Coach Klein (Henry Winkler),
teaches Bobby to stick up for
himself, and in the process
unleashes the pent-up rage of the
lowly waterboy, transforming
him into a devastating tackier.
Having nothing to lose. Coach

Klein persuades Bobby to join
the team and enroll in school
against Mamma
Boucher's
(Kathy Bates) wishes. With
Bobby entering college, a new
world opens for him, with new
ideas, friendship and most of all,
women, all of which Mamma
had successfully sheltered him
from for 31 years.
Vicki Vallencourt (Fairuza
Balk), however, has managed to
achieve interaction with Bobby,
albeit minor. Mamma has had it
out for Vicki ever since Bobby
met her when they where children.
This film is absolutely hilarious, from its imaginative
premise to its fast-paced, outrageous action on the football field.
The original story and the stunts
are just a couple of the aspects of
why this film is so watchable.
There are also several noteworthy performances by comedy veterans. Sandier is spectacular; his presence can be felt in all
aspects of the film. Henry Winkler was absolutely magnificent
in his scenes. He places Coach
Klein in the same ranks of Veronica Vaughn (from Billy Madison),
and Shooter McGaven (Happy
Gilmore) when it comes to memorable supporting roles for Sandier movies.
Kathy Bates' performance,
however, is mediocre at best. She
could have been interchanged
with any other actress for the
role. Her Cajun accent is at times
ridiculously overbearing, and at

Photo provided
Adam Sandier (right) stars as Bobby Boucher, a socially inept 31-year-old simpleton from the
swamps of Louisiana, who goes from being a lowly waterboy to a star football player, when
Coach Klein (Henry Winkler, right) convinces him to fight back.
other times almost nonexistent.
Other notable aspects ot the
film are the scenes involving the
SCLSU cheerleaders and the
assistant coach to the Muddogs,
Farmer Fran, (Blake Clark). The
depressed, drunken cheerleaders
are riotously entertaining, and
Farmer Fran's thick, indistinguishable Cajun accent will have
you mumbling incomprehensibly hours after you have left the
theater.
There are also a great deal of
cameos made by collegiate and
professional football players.

'Virginia Company' performs
music from Colonial WSliamsburg
□ The Virginia
Company will visit the
University Nov. 17.

authentic colonial music performed on period and reproduction instruments. They regularly
perform at Colonial Williamsburg and numerous historic sites
and museums throughout the
nation, including the Smithsonian Institution, Old Sturbridge
Village and the Museum of Frontier Culture in Staunton, Va.
Their performances have been
featured on a variety of Public
Radio presentations and they
have provided background

music for numerous television
documentaries.
The evening concert will feature a musical lecture illustrating
the evolution of early American
colonial musical forms from 1550
through 1800. Seating for this
free concert is on a first come,
first served basis.
The Virginia Company will
also perform at the Arts and Sciences Forum earlier that day.
Call 372-2340 for more information.

Free poetry
contest open to
BG students

share 6f 250 prizes. The deadline for the contest Is Dec. 31.
1998. The contest Is open to
everyone and entry Is free.
To enter, send one original
poem, any subject or style, to
The National Library of Poetry.
Suite. 1 Poetry Plaza. Owlngs
Mills. MD 21117-6282 or visit
www.|)oetry.com. Poems should
be no longer than 20 lines.

submission guideline Is that any
art must be 8.5' x 14 or smaller.
The submission deadline Is
Thursday, Dec. 17. For more
information contact Mike Hammer at hammerm@bgnet or Sara
Waggoner at waggons@bgnet.

Hannah Hall.
On Monday, the 1996 Japanese film 'Shall We Dance?' will
be shown at the Gish at 8:15
p.m. Finally, on Thursday, the
French film "Western." directed
by Manuel Poirier. will be shown
at 8 p.m. All of these events are
free and open to the public.

The National
Library of Poetry
has announced
that $48,000 In
prizes will be
awarded this year In the North
American Open Poetry Contest.
Poets from the Bowling Green
area, particularly beginners, are
welcome to try to win their

Prairie Margins.
the University's
undergraduate literary magazine, is currently accepting submissions for
fiction, art and poetry. The only

film collector Jan
Wahl will present a
*
screening of the film
"Stage Struck' (1925) starring
Gloria Swanon at 3 p.m. in the
Glsh Film Theater & Gallery In

•*■ See MUSIC, page N-3
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The Virginia Company, a trio
of costumed musician-historians
from Colonial Williamsburg, will
perform a free concert on Tuesday, Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. in 115 Education Building.
The group is known for its
comprehensive repertoire of

Film events at
Men's Chorus,
the
Gish
Theater
'Prairie Margins'
string quartets,
This Sunday. Nov.
seeking fiction, art 15. noted author,
jazz & guitars
film historian and

\

On Nov. 15. the
University Men's
Chorus, under the
direction of Richard
Mathey. will present
a high school invlta-

(

n

The most memorable ones were
that of Bret Musburger and Lee
Coroso, who argue incessantly
throughout their commentary of
the last game. However, there is
a little bit of irony in the
Lawrence Taylor cameo.
After a stupid remark about
Bobby, L.T. tells a group of children, "Kids, stay off crack." L.T.
was arrested again for crack possession last September in Florida.
Like all of Sandler's movies.
The Waterboy will be viewed best
when it comes out on video,

where the audience can watch it
again and again.

The Waterboy
Woodland Mall Cinema 5
Starring: Adam Sandier, Kathy
Bates, Henry Winkler
NOW says: Not necessarily
Sandler's best, but hilarious
nonetheless.

• *•
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FILMS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Waterboy." Disney
The Siege." 20th Century Fox
-Pleasantvllle." New Line
"Antz." Dreamworks
The Wizard of Oz" reissue.
Warner Bros.

TV
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"ER/NBC
-Friends,- NBC
-Frasler.- NBC
-60 Minutes.' CBS
Touched by an Angel.- CBS

SINGLES
1. "Doo Wop fThat Thing).'
LauiynHUl

tlon concert at 3 p.m. In
Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center. The
Wapakoneta High School and
Medina High School Men's Choruses will perform at the Invitational. Tickets for the concert
are priced at $7 for adults and
$5 for students and senior citizens. To order tickets, call 3728171 or 1-800-589-2224.
The University's Jazz Lab
Band I. under the direction of
Russell Schmidt, will give a free
concert at 8 p.m. in Kobacker
on Nov. 16. Then, on Nov. 17.
the Classical Guitar Ensemble,
directed by Chris Buzzelli. will
perform at 8 p.m. In Bryan
Recital Hall (also for free).
Finally, the Bowling Green
String Quartet will be featured

2. "Lately." Divine. Pendulum
3. The First Night," Monica.
Arista
4. "One Week." Barenaked
Ladies
5. -Because of You.- 98 Degrees
Motown

ALBUMS
l.-Vol. 2... Hard Knock Ufe."
Jay-Z
2. "Enter the Dm." Dru HU1.
University.
3 " Up." RE.M. Warner Bros.
4. The MlseducaOon of Lauryn
HU1." Lauryn Hin.
5. 'Come on Over."
Shanla Twain. Mercury

when the BGSU Faculty Artist
Series continues with a free
concert at 8 p.m. in Bryan. With
all this free music, you have no
excuse not to be there!

'Woza Albert'
opens Wednesday
Woza Albert!, a
fast-paced, witty play
about politics,
oppression and faith,
will be staged at 8
p.m. Nov. 18 to 21
and at 2 p.m. Nov. 21 In 411
South Hall. Admission is $3 at
i he door and seating is limited.
The play contains partial nudity
and language that may be offensive to some audiences.
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Portishead:
Roseland Live NYC
1998-Go! Beat/London
Explicit record scratching doesn't
seem to blend well with a full orchestra,
unless you're referring to the Londonbased group Portishead.
The trip-hop triplet of Geoff Barrow,
Beth Gibbons and Adrian Utley have
given birth to their first official live
album, Roseland Live NYC. With nine
tracks recorded at the Roseland ballroom in New York City last July, Portishead has been captured in their element and can now perform in your living room. Backed by a full orchestra, the
group plays eleven of their most emotion-robbing arrangements.
The band might still be remembered
for their depression-driven single "Sour
Times (Nobody Loves Me)," which
appeared on their first album Dummy.
Since then they've hidden in electronica's shadow with the release of their
second full-length album Portishead.
With so many bands today finding comfort in being called "electronic" or
"rock," Portishead finds little solace in
either.
Popularity for Portishead has been
cultivated in the listener that needs
nothing but emotion, one who can rummage through the beats, the scratches,
the trumpets, and discover Beth Gibbons' vocal fever. It would be too easy
to classify Portishead as a Londonbased electronic beat-machine. They've
got lyrics that can trick most any modern poet, and beats that you can't dance
to in an all-too-good way.
Their music is definitely not a "partyto-go sound." It's something more like a
mind-experience, crippled by heavy
beats. Their live album answers the
question, "Is the band as good live as in
the studio?"
This record is so good it almost
frightens me. I've listened to it countless
times in the last week and it still tricks

me. The main thing I'm stumped by is
how incredible they sound live.
They're indistinguishable from their
studio recordings. Thai shows talent. So
many live albums out there sound just
like that: live. Who wants to hear bad
sound equipment and loud audiences
in the background of their favorite
band? Portishead's sound is as clean
and focused as ever on Roseland.
Songs like "Only You," "All Mine"
and "Cowboys" are some of the finer
points stressed from their album Portishead. Fans will definitely enjoy the
"Dummy" tracks as well. With several
extra minutes of scratching on "Mysterons" and a whole new, angrier version of "Sour Times (Nobody Loves
Me)," this is a great record for anyone
thinking of jumping into the Portishead
scene.
-Michael Planicka

"Tribute," a bonus from their
video disc. Throughout 311
Line, the band revs up the
crowd and launches into musical improvisations, as they're
prone to do in concert, (drummer Sexton in particular.) In
concert, they just let the music
ramble. Outbursts of lyrics and crowd
conversation show how much 311 digs
their audience.
Having seen them in concert, I think
many folks haven't looked past their
alien /pseudo-Buddhist packaging to
see what these guys are all about. They
perform with energy and superb musical talent. 311 Live shows their flexibility
and creativity. 311 is not a studio band.
This CD proves their performing ability
and I hope will win over some doubts
that this band is all about image. These
guys have a great time with their music,
and it shows.
Although I was turned off by their
Transistor album, this CD brings me
back to what I like about 311. If funky
alternative music is your thing, then
check out 311 Live. It gives a second
chance for old favorites and newer,
underplayed songs. Even if you have all
their CDs, this is still a good one to grab.
There are some alternative versions,
such as "Nix Hex." And, of course, it's
just good to hear them live again.
-Natalie Miller

311:311 Live
1998-Capricorn
The advantage of releasing a live CD
is that you can put your band back in
record stores without producing allnew material. It placates fans until a
new album can be released. It also provides more familiarity with the artists;
the kind of antics you pay for at a concert.
And 311 is known for its stage antics.
Nick Hexum, P-Nut, SA, Chad Sexton
and Tim Mahoney are a kooky bunch.
Their shows feature lots of interaction
with the crowd, with the band jumping
around the stage with hyper-enthusiasm. In the last three years, they've rode
high on the popularity wave.
Most true fans know that their selftitled album was not their first. In fact, it
was their fourth. 311 Live is a great way
to draw attention to those lesser known
CD's and reintroduce old songs to some
new fans.
It's got quality tunes (not even all of
the best ones), but a good selection from
each album. The CD even includes a
rare track "Who's Got the Herb" and

'N Sync: Home for
Christmas
1998 -RCA Records
12-year-old girls of the world rejoice:
the new 'N Sync album is out! And better yet, it's a Christmas album, just in
time for ... Thanksgiving.
It is without a doubt one of the first
Christmas albums out this year. That's
the only good thing I can say about it. If
one band can capture the spirit of
Christmas, it is definitely not 'N Sync.
This is worst Christmas album I have
ever heard.
It's the perfect example of a lame ripoff of a rip-off (Backstreet Boys), who
are a rip-off of a lame band (Spice Girls),
so they're just three-times removed
from being bad. Crippled and dreadfully sappy love ballads accompanied by
synthetically produced instruments,
(because none of them actually have the

talent to play anything) are the norm on to Phish's many borderline-obsessive
here.
This album is 14 tracks of thoroughly fans, the very reality 'j,
boring "original" Christmas songs by of the new Story of the
'N Sync and a couple covers of classic Ghost is major news.
Since Hoisl, Phish has
Christmas songs that are simply
been steadfastly moving its songs in a
butchered.
By the third song you pretty much more accessible direction. Gone are the
know how every tune is going to sound. nonsensical, delirium-oriented lyrics,
The Christmas bells chime, then slowly the long fugues inserted in the middle .
fade away as the keyboards start play- of songs and the self-satisfying dooing the same five notes over and over dling, blended with an intellectually
again. After awhile, the lead "singer" challenging structure that often inspired
starts wailing, "Oh, Ah, Hmmm, a good many late night, patchouli oilHmmm," then the backups start going, laden bakefests.
With Story of the Ghost, Phish
"Ooohhh." Soon, the drum beat kicks in
and N Sync starts to shout out their attempts to say a lot more in a lot less
time (50 min.) without sacrificing a sinjoys of Christmas.
And what boring joys they are. It gle thread of integrity. What we're left
seems every song has the same lyrics. I with is a band that persists in creating
know the album's about Christmas, but an album with emotional, spiritual and
they could've put a little variety into it. intellectual value. The Ghost is made up
Maybe they could have had each song of fourteen concise runes, each an amalbe about different aspects of Christmas. gamation of the various musical influInstead, every song is about how great it ences (rock, jazz, funk, bluegrass, Latin,
is that the singer is spending Christmas classical) which have defined the band's
with his family and girlfriend, and how sound for more than 15 years.
The seventh studio album from this
much he loves everyone.
I'm sure many of you that are read- versatile band from Vermont begins
ing this and actually like 'N Sync are with a jazzy swirl of funk in "Ghost."
thinking, "That's not right, he shouldn't Mike Gordon, the often underrated
review an album if he hates that type of member of this quartet, is given ample
music." But you're wrong. I don't hate time to stand tall. This comes as a wel'N Sync because they're an unoriginal come surprise as Gordon's stylish bass
pop band. I like pop music, especially is heard resonating strongly throughout
the entire album.
'80s pop.
From here, Phish busts loose with
No, I hate 'N Sync because they're
completely void of anything remotely "Birds of a Feather," a song which has
resembling talent. If they actually write received ample television (Letterman,
their own songs, which I doubt, they Farm Aid) and radio time as of late. It's a
can't seem to write anything worth lis- good one, but "Guyute" is the gem that
tening to. And the fact that there are Phish faas have longed for. At over
almost no real instruments on the entire eight minutes in length, "Guyute" is by
album, just backbeats, make me have far one of the most structurally
even less respect for them. Pop music arranged, yet raw-sounding Phish
this bad makes me yearn for Debbie songs to be laid down in years. At times
it seems to subtly tease the listener with
Gibson.
This is a bad album, to put it lightly. bits and pieces of songs from days gone
It's bad from the first "Ooohhhh" to the bye. And when it comes to an end we
last "Hmmmm." This is the first Christ- yearn for more, and Phish delivers.
While "Guyute" is a gem, the syncomas album I've ever heard that has
made me question the existence of God. pated, multi-textured "Limb by Limb"
-James Eldred is a vein of gold. It may be the catchiest
and most complete tune on Ghost. Here,
the musicians are given the chance to
showcase their talents without resorting
to showboating. From drummer Jon
Fishman's subtle, yet expert, use of
polyrhythms, to the guru of guitar himself, Trey Anastasio's lickity-split
melodic fingering. This song proves
that the sum is greater than its parts,
which is a direct reflection of the band's
talent.
From "Limb by Limb," the band
leads us along an emotional wave of
deep, dark and pleasant moods for the
remainder of our trip. As the psychedelic sounding "Frankie Says" begins, we
feel ourselves sinking to the eerie
depths of our minds only to resurface
1998-Elektra
amongst the tranquil loneliness of
In October, Phish released its first "Brian and Robert."
While some of us may feel a trip to
studio album since 1996's Billy Breathes.
And while that may not raise eyebrows.
+ See PHISH, page N-3

Phish: The Story of
the Ghost
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WBGU Radio Sports

Saturday Schedule!
NOON:
Papa John's Countdown to
Kickoff Show
1:00:
BG Football at Western Michigan
—Live—
4:00 - 6:30:
OTL Basketball Preview
—Mac and NCAA—
6:30:
BG Hockey vs. Alaska Fairbanks
—Live—
More games than any
other college station:

Bar and Restaurant appreciation night

on 88.1 FM, WBGU

Draft specials
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Every night $1.00 drink specials
7:00 to 9:00

Monday
coming soon Monday Nitro

Tuesday
Wednesday
Phishin with Dave

Thursday
Fish Bowl drink specials

Friday & Saturday
Phone- 352-2447
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Columnist unfairly criticizes
'Classified X* exposes film racism
student reactions to urban legends
The Associated Press

After reading Robert Szorady's article in The
BG News, I was compelled to write a note of
rebuttal.
The article "Won't Get Fooled Again" (10/30)
was a teasing article aimed at students who
were disturbed by the Little Bo Peep rumors.
His article was in the same BG News paper
which has also published a front page article
back in October about the "urban legend."
The October report explained the story about
someone dressed in a Little Bo Peep costume
who is said to massacre 10-12 females. It was
also reported in the paper that the police were
not taking the rumors lightly for they were
aware that a copycat could emerge to fulfill the
prophecies. A week later, Szorady, staff member
of The BG News, has the audacity to publicly
criticize those who were frightened by the
rumors that were spread by his BG News.
Fear, though Szorady may call you a
"scaredy-cat," is not always pathological. It is
certainly wise to respond with caution when
faced with rumors that speak of violence. Szorady made the shallow suggestion in his Friday
article that we are all old enough to resist gossip
and to not believe everything we hear. He criti-

RESPONSE
Ms. Jindra's criticism of my "arrogant"
remarks puts my remarks into the minority: a
band of elitists looking down on the rightfully
frightened populace of Bowling Green State
University. But, I appeal, what did the majority
of the readers think?
Out of everyone I have asked, I have found
no sensible person who, in the end, took the
rumors seriously. I am sure it gave most people

The BG News
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Ads

372-6977
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cizes that, "We should actually reflect on the
grave consequences of being so gullible to the
latest fad or gossip." Szorady, however, has
neglected to reflect that The BG News may have
planted the Little Bo Peep murder idea into an ill
mind, considering the possibility of such a
deranged copycat is not irrational.
I strongly disagree with Szorady's latter arrogant criticisms of frightened students. To be
acute to risk factors is to be mindful of one's
own well-being. The BG News should know
that there are underlying criminal consequences
of freedom of speech taken to a bad end. Editors
and staff members of The BG New» could perhaps benefit from a semester course on ethics in
the press as offered by some universities such as
John Carroll in Cleveland.
It was irresponsible news reporting to publish the "urban legend" story. The use of their
First Amendment rights served as fuel to the fire
of fearful students and may have risked the
security of the community.
Erin Jindra
Sophomore
Graphic Design/
Elementary Ed.
pause, to stop and think about it for a moment.
But, rightfully, the vast majority of people took it
as the urban legend that it was.
To let something like that actually affect one's
well-being seems rather silly, even if they did get
reliable information from Oprah, Nostradamus,
or whoever. I am glad to get feedback of any
kind, but this criticism of my criticism is rather
unnecessarily puritanical.
Robert Szorady
NOW columnist Robtrt Szorady can be readied at szorady9bgnet.bgsu.edu

Co-Ed BaeketbaN Tournament
Three on three tournament with tour people lo
a team (two man and TWO women). Charge is
S3 per person, buraarable. Grand prize is
2S%o( al money collected Sign up individually
or m learns by November 13. Forms available
In the Honors Office. 104 University Hall, or al
Ihe Kreaacher Quad front desks. Sponsored by
the Honors Student Association.
Sunday. November 15. 2:00pm-5:00pm, Student Recreation Center.

Study Abroad Oriental ton
If you are studying overseas during spring semester, please attend one of these orientation
sessions:
""Wednesday. Nov. 16.7:00-9:00pm.
""Saturday. Nov. 21,10:00a m.-l2.00noon
Both sessions are in 1103 Offenhauer West.
Call 2-0300 with questions.

Officers & Advisors Hound table
Amy 0*Donnel. Asst. Dean of Students will be
speaking about upcoming changes lor student
organizations
Tuesday, Nov. 17
Bpm-ftpm
Ohio SuiM. Union

—LIVE AND STUDY IN F RANCE
AND BURKINA FASO—
An •xptritnc* ol ■ lifetime I Partapato In ft*
BGSU Academic Year Abroad. Trival to WO
continents with ona program. No prior French
study necessary Into meeting Tuaa. Nov. 17.
apm at French House (opp McDonald Quad.)
or contact AYA office 372-7146.223 Shaua).
CHICAGO
Take a chartered pi vale bus to Chtcago tor
shopping on Sat., November 21. Leave Perrysburg at 7am. Breakaui and supper included
tor t7Srseai Call Ann at 354-4412 tor detads.
Sponsored by Bowling Green Preoson Skating Team.

REMINDER
Welcome Week Leader Apphcabona are due
Nov 13th. Lots of fun. help new students adjust, and a great resume builder I Pick up applications in 405 Student Services
REMINDER

Senior Portraits
CalNow
Senior Portraits
CalNow
Senior portraits are being taken tor one week
only. II you were unable to gel an appointment
last Bme, this is your chance. Can now lo
schedule a sitting. Portraits taken from
lOam-fipm daily m the Key yearbook office 28
West Hal. Call now 372 8634 Don't be left out
of Ihe Hieioric ifJW Key Yearbook.

Read the BG News daily !!!

UVING CANVAS

445 E. Wooster • 354-5203
"In the vault"
Tattoo &• Body Piercing
Hospital type sterilization/health department
licensed B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop.

Mark Daniels.
The film makes Its U.S. televl
slon debut 10 p.m. EST Friday on.
cable's BET Movles-STARZ!3 after
a Sundance Film Festival premiere, an award-winning stop at
the Urbanworld Film Festival In
New York and an Academy Awardqualifying theater run.
Let That's Entertainment" glorify Hollywood; "Classified X" calls
it to task.
The film kicks off a monthlong
salute by the cable channel to Van
Peebles' work. Including his
groundbreaking. X-rated "Sweet
Sweetback's Baad Assss Song."
which in 1971 helped bring a certain black perspective to movies
with a vengeance.

popular stuff. Tune into your
college radio stations. Ask for
suggestions from local record
stores that might fit the three
records you already own.
It will do wonders for your
emotional balance, and to quote

the Beastie Boys, "If s much better on your constitution."
I just know I couldn't get
through a day of school or life
without my music.
Contact Michael Planicka at
mikeap0bgnet.bgsu.edu

"Wadding in the Velvet Sea."
Fortunately, the band won't
allow us to end on a somber
note, as they toss the funky little
number "Mama Dance" our
way.
Some may judge and then dismiss Ghost on the basis of a ditty
or two, instead of the complete
package, which is understandable, but a dam shame, since this

is a very good album. The more
you listen, the more you'll hear,
and the more you hear, the more
you'll enjoy.
It certainly isn't as structurally sophisticated as Rift, or as
ambitious as the ever popular
junta, or as radio friendly as Billy
Breathes, rather, Sfory of the Ghost
is an embodiment of all three.
-Michael DiPalma

MUSIC
->• Continued from N-1
out there is turning into their
parents. Yet.
So I say get out there and find
some unique music that might
be able to do more for you than

PHISH
* Continued from N-2
the psychotherapist is in order,
I'hish slowly brings us back to
reality with the bouncy bluegrass of "Water in the Sky." Possibly summing up the feelings
experienced in the previous
three tunes is "Roggae," a song
that acts as an excellent segueway into the beautiful and
thought-provoking
anthem
,esm guitar Jason Quicfc Freetanc* Musiaarvmstrucix with mailer's degree from
BGSU. For more info, contact creative arts
program 372-6177.
Pregnant? Free pregnancy lasts.
Confidential a caring
354*873 BG Pregnancy Center

4 Dec. Graduation tickets
410-382-7870 or 372-3896

A»1 SPRING BREAK...
HOURS & HOURS OF FREE DRINKSl
Earn 2 FREE Trips & JWM
Cancun, Jamaica, Florida.
Barbados, Bahamas
lowest Prices/Best Meal Plan
l-800-426-7710Mrww.sunsplashtours.com

SBX" SBX * SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
Available within 46 hrs.
Minimum purchase 25 pieces

-PEER EDUCATORS-PEER EDUCATORSA friendly reminder. Applications for 1999 Peer
Educators are dueFrfday, Nov. 13 to Weilness
Connection located in the Student Health Service BWg. Room 170.
-PEER EDUCATORS-PEER EDUCATORS-

SERVICES OFFERED

Support Our
Advertisers

*5 HAIRCUTS.
CHANGING TIMES HAIR SALONS
and SIGMA ALPHA E PSILON
are offering $5 haircuts
THIS SATURDAY ONLYl
FromBi.m. to3p m.
Changing Times at 1616 E. Wooster
354-2244

Tell them you saw their
ad* In the Newel

ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Support Alpha Phi Broomoalll
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

Alpha Phi • Broombsll ■ Alpha Phi
"Sock It Io me"
Saturday, November 14th
11:00 a.m.
Rec Center Racquet ball Courts

Big Boy

$«■$$
NEWI BGSU
student discounts
from BG's preferred
Internet provider.

STOP IN SOON AND SEE
WHAT'S NEW FOR YOU!

DACOR
.OMfUTI* 9VSTIMS

Serving the world from BG since 1975.

Knsten,
Good Luck at Review 21
Just know your stuff
and you'll do great!
Love. Jenny

DSP DSP DSP DSP DSP
Lil Megan.
Good Luckwith Review 21
Remember to have funl
fig Monica

Redeem this coupon for a I
FREE CUP OF COFFEE
with the purchase of any '
Bruakfast Enfree.
I Valid only at Big Boys Family
Restaurants of Northwest Ohio.
j Limit one per coupon.
f?
j Not valid with other offers, fr

{■Mill 12-31-98 ACCT.#5

EARTH FRIENDLY food
Allarnallvee IS now carrying flour, juice, rice
aid ether organic and cruelty-free grocery
items. Yes. we still have "witch stuT'-ta/ot, incense, crystals, herbs, oils, etc Call 352-SEED
(352-7333) for into.
Emily,
Good Luck at Review II
Know your stuff A youll
dogreail

Alpha Phi' Broombsll ■ Alpha Phi

AOII • Lil Lindsay Jarratl • AOII
Lindsay: Get e.oted for initiation on Sunday 11
love youl Love. Jen.
AOII' Lil Lindsay Jarratl * AOII
AOII- New Members-AOP
New members: Gel excited for Sunday' Soon
you will know all AOII has to offer youl
AOII' New Members * AOII

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSM INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS
FOR SPRING 1999 ARE BEING ACCEPTED
THROUGH NOV. 18. STOP BY IM OFFICE,
130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE. FOR AN APPLICATION AND TO SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVEW. INTERVEWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE BASIS AND
WILL BE HELD NOV. 19-20,

If we don't have it, you don't need it!
NET - RX only $33.00
MYOPLEX 42 pack $63.00
ANDRO - 50 only $40.00
We have guaranteed lowest prices on Mel-Rx, EAS,
Designer Protein, Energy bars, foods, and drinks,
Workout Apparel & much more1
Sfettl Power Source
Vitamin Outlets
Pcrrysburg Fon Meigs Plaza
148 E. South Boundary (Next io Alteration's Express)
872-0099

Perrysburg
E. So. Boundary

DONT MISS OUT
How leasing for FALL 99

. J&ss5fT\ /^jjpw -tyE""""7

Use wr tain to saw
your 6rdin Irom d Stroke.

l^-nni to cull "M 1 i|iu.kly if you liave oiic or more symptom* of
simLr. liir MMUfamM m m* Mile of ilw fnrr or«nw limh. MMkicJi
iliritfH'v* or lo« of vision, loan of *|-rcrli. suHilrii MTVCJY hc,u.arfn'
oi ili//iiM » ikng »'iih il»r MIMIVC sigiw. (.nil 1-H00-VIIAl s\ 1 io Irani nan. Orm hup//
American Heart flfft
ww» imilin onf cm tlw ftml.1 Unit- ttrh
AxuKiMionJ^W

Beginning November 9th
the Pheasant Room

will be accepting
Debit Dining Select

J
\

■2Bedrooma
peooe&DeOu.

WKi
Accepting Debit Dining Select,
BIG CHARGE,
Faculty/Staff & Department Charges,
MasterCard, VISA, Discover and cash

i

Your Big
NicW

Attention Athletes/Body Builders

AT

Nswta

Go ahead - ask our customers1
519 W. Wooster St, BG
352.3568 www.dacor.net

Delta Sigma Pi

Cal

Accent On Psls
(41B)8738S03
IS Mln. North o» BO on RI. 2S(Maln St)
Puppies. Kittens. Ferrets. Hedgehogs. Small
Animals. Fresh and Saltwater Fish, Live Corals. Sharks. Reptiles and Exotic Birds.
Free Hamster or Oerbll wit h purcheee of e
Cg. Setup this Month!!

TREAT YOURSELF"!

m

needed.

PERSONALS

CITY EVENTS

Gel involved in what Is happening at BGSU.
USG general assembly meetings are held
every Monday at 7 30pm at 116BA.

353-7732

CAMPUS EVENTS

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— You know those
feel-good movie compilations, the clip Jobs
that string together
scene after scene from
classic films to let us wallow In the
Joy of Hollywood fantasy?
"Classified X" Is not one of
them. It Is an unsparing, blunt
attack on how blacks have been
portrayed In American cinema.
Seen through filmmaker Melvin
Van Peebles' eyes, the picture Is
ugly.
Tell you what: You take those
rose-colored glasses off and 111
loan you a special pair of colored
folks' shoes. Let's see how they

feel," Van Peebles, who acts as onscreen guide, challenges us in the
opening frames.
Backing up the dare: shots of
quivering, knee-knocking black
men. Shirley Temple chastising a
dim-looking black servant, a supposedly comic scene of a black
having a telephone conversation
with a monkey.
"Classified X" takes the blame
off DW. Griffiths "Birth of a
Nation" as the birthplace of movie
racism and spreads It around.
Stereotypes of "chlcken-chomping. raping, quaking darkles" didn't start with Griffith's 1915 silent
and certainly didn't end there. Van
Peebles tells us In "Classified X."
written by him and directed by

Come see us for a complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES
530 Maple St.

419-352-9378
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Friday'! and Saturday's
al KAMIKAZES
60'a aryj 90's dance

Spring Braak - Book Now and Saval
Wa work through top spring break companies.
Don't gat ripped off by 800 fa. Fully insured
and bonded Campus World Travel 352-7889
ASH for Denny.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3 P M ON
NOV 19 IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE FOR
M.W TRACK a FIELD.

Thursdays al KAMIKAZES
Dimers Irom 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers al night long

J«mi.
Good Luck lh» Sunday
Show us you'ra lough.
Keep your voioa in tuna
end know your slutfll

Tuesdays at KAMIKAZE'S
Swing is Here
Lessons from 9:30pm-10:30pm
DJ Patrick Keenan
Spins swing music all night

Kandra.
Tima is really going fast
And I know you ait having a blastl
Review His near
So don Hear
Ramambar to say your into out loud
I have no doubt you'll make me proud
This is your tima to shinel
Love Diana
Lil Bryn.
I want to wish you luck
because Review II is coming up
I know yoult do line
because you're rha besiest line ol mine"
Love. Your Big Heather

USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students. All Majors
Summer internship at Officer Candidate
School-NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications
Can 1-800-8927318

Wednesday's at KAMIKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich Mchels
from 10-2

WANTED

Lil Megan
Good Luck @ Review II
Make your family proud
Your Big
Caryn
UTJtn
Delta Srg roses are red
Irs colors are purple & gold
Remember everything you've read
And Sunday you'll be good as gold
Your Big.
Mssns.
Lisa.
Youl have so much fun al Review 2
You'll be lumping for joy'

PHI KAPPA TAU ' PHI KAPPA TAU
Congratulations S3 Bryan Roberts
for bemg recognized as the
Phi Kappa Tau brother of the weak

2 bdrm apt i ir2 bath. 1-4 subleasers spring
earn. Free shuttle avail. $54STno. Can
353-1437.
.
2 eubfeaeera needed for spring semester 2
bdrm.. 1 1/2 bath turn. apt. S520/mo. Contact
Greg or Kan at 353-2355

PRODUCTION ASSOCIATES
NorbaM Rubber Company, a OS000O registered manufacturer of polymer products for the
automotive industry has openings.
We offer a competitive wage with an incentive
plan, based on individual effort. Also provided
is a benefits package that includes- hearth.
dental, prescription, vision, life insurance, penton, and 401 (k) plans. Paid vacations and
holidays are alto furnished benefits.
You must be able to work any shift. Manufacturing experience is preferred. A preemploymenidrug screen is reouirad EOE
Applications will be taken Monday, 11/16/98
through Friday. I1/20r96 from 8 30 am. nil
4 oo p.m. at:
NORBALT RUBBER
587 West Broadway
N. Baltimore, OH

Graduation tickets needed Will pay Please
contact 3S2-5478.
If anyone has aura graduation tickets for
December please contact Mcheile Barren at
mbarret@bgnet ttgsu eau

Responsible student needed lo meet my 10
year old daugher after school and stay with her
in my home for 1 1/2 hrs. each weekday.
|7.S0mT.Cal 372-8603 or 353-1212.

Apt. available lor spring
t340/monlh. Call 354-7010.

semester

Female subfeaser needed. Spnng semester.
Own room. 353-5190.

Subleeeere needed lor sprmg semester. S175
monsh. Columbia Cta. 353-2332. Own room
available.

Secret Link* Megan Davis
Good luck at Review II
We know you'll do great.
Secret bigs.
Feezerwheat and Wizztewood

ORDER
ENTRY
S>M>»OfWl
M.75-S7.25
Hickory Farms it now hiring full and pan o ma
seasonal Order Entry psrsonnsJ lo input order*
into our order processing system. Positions are
open now through December on day. evening
and third shift, during the week and on weekends $.75 par hour th.fi differential on third
shift. Mutt have base computer and typing
skiis. Positions are also open tor customer
service and clerical personnel. Attendance incentives, generous employee discount, and
professional supervision. Apply in person at
our corporate offices MorvFn from
9;00am-7O0pm SATURDAYS 10:00am lo
2:00pm. Hickory Farms, 1506 Hdand Rd.,
Maumee. OH 43S37 EOE.

RESIDENTIAL SUPPORT SPECtAUST
Behavioral Connections of Wood County is
looking for Full-Time Midnight staff and several
Part-Time staff for 24-hour Suppervised Group
Home in North Baltimore Responsibilities include direct care and supervision of two
MR/DD and mental health consumers. Experience with this population is essential. Must be
willing to work weekends and rotating holidays.
Send resume to: 801 N College. Bowling
Green. OH 43402. EOE

Subleaser(s) spring semester lor 1 bdrm. apt.
Newly remodeled w'dishwasher. AC. free
cable plus HBO Call 354-0323.

PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU

,

Valiet parking attendants needed
m Cleveland & Columbus during
Dec. Excellent wage plus tips.
Parking Solutions 888 469-7690.

FOR SALE
HELPWANTED

Seror Port-aits
Call Now
Senior Portraits
CalNow
Senior Portraits are being taken for one week
only. If you ware unable to get an appointment
last ime. this is your chance. Can now to
schedule a sitting. Portraits taken from
lOam-flpm darly in the Key yearbook office 28
West Hall. Call now-372 8KM Don't be lelt out
ol rhe Historic 1999 Key Yearbook

Special Offering of Culture A Language
Courses Spring 19M
Chinese 101
Beginning Chinese I (4cr , TR. 6-7:45)
Contact Jiang Lan iianj@bo.net)
German 101
ElemLang&Cutll(4oMF 10:30-11.20)
Elem LangS Curt I («cr.M+ 1230-120)
Elem Lang » Cut! I |4cr. M-F 1 30-2:20)
Chnstna Guenther |cguenth@bgnel)
Ruealan 101
Elem Lang a Cult I (4cr.M-F 9 30-1020)
Contact Timothy Pogacar (pogacar@bgnat)
Department ol German, Russian.
A East Asian Languages

SI 500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For into call 203319-2802
Babysitter tor professor's toddlers 352-0189.
Babysitter job for 4 children in Perrysburg
10-15 hrs. per week $8 SOrhr. Call Ann
1 419 872-6404
BLAKELY ASSISTED LIVING CENTER CUR
RENTLY HAS TWO PART-TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL CARE ASSISTANTS FLEXIBLE HOURS. EXCEPTIONAL
PAY AND BENEFIT PACKAGE. WE ARE
LOOKING FOR MATURE INDIVIDUALS
THAT CAN WORK INDEPENDENTLY M A
RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT
EXPERIENCE WITH OLDER ADULTS PREFERRED.
BUT NOT NECESSARY. PLEASE APPLY AT
600 STERLING OR . N. BALTIMORE. OHIO
BETWEEN900AM AND5O0PM EOE
Child care. Morning and afternoon hours available. High school diploma required Free child
care for employees. Call 878-4190
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT Workers earn
up to $2,000.'month (wraps 8 benefits).
World Traveli Land-Tour jobs up to
85.000 »7.000/summer. Ask us howl
517-336-4235 Ext CS544I

372-2266.
SPRING 1999 PRACTCUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR
RECREATION AND SPORT MANAGEMENT
MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND DUE
NOV 24. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD NOV
30 DEC. 1.

Bods t Bath Care fnavu

r

GROUP HOME SUPERVISOR
Behavioral Connections of Wood County is
seeking a Full-Time Supervisor lor Group
Home serving two MR/CO and mental health
consumers m North Baltimore Second shift,
includes direct care work as well as supervisory duties. Bachelor's degree m the Human Services field and enperience with the MR/MI
population necessary Send resume to 801 N.
College. Boerlno. Green. OH 43402. EOE

1987 Toyota MR2. Runs great 5 speed $700.
353-5978
AAAA.i Early Specials) Cancun A Jamaica1 7
nights Air & hotel From $3991 Includes Free
food. Drinks. Parties1 tprmgbreaktravel.com
1 800-678-6386
AAAA«i Early Specials' Panama City" Room
with kitchen »129< Includes 7 Free Par&esl
Daylona $149 New Hotspot-South Beach
$129' Cocoa Beach $1491 ipnngbreaktravel.com 1-600-676 6386

jPotions
The Small floe.. '••! Cac«. rises' !ai Ye. Clor.

Local manufacturer has immediate openings
lor dependable, hard working individuals. Apply between Sam 3pm 20584 Long Judson
Rd.Weston.OH

Cinemark Theatres

Located al Ihe Woodland Mall

Newly Opened

an

[| CINEMA 5 San

• custom scented lotions

1 fm sbt. needed for beautiful 3 bdm. home on
E. Wooster Immediaieiy or spring sem
353-9271 StephH.
2 BOR apt for rani starting Jan 1.99. Landlord
pays gas. water, sewer Rent negotiable. Cal
353-1226. Ask for Sam.

Large efficiency apt 1/2 bkx* Irom campus.
Available 12/1 *220/mo.. rent includes uBIities 688<541

2 bdrm furnished apts.
352-7454

Looking for your own apartment? Subfeaser
needed immediately lor spacious, fully lumished apartment Across Irom McDonald Dining
Hall. »290/mo Length ol lease negoiable
Call Laura® 352-2714.

2 bedroom apt for rent.
Start Jan. v. -99
$49(Vnonth * alec. 352-6627
2*4 subleasers needed lor spnng semester
$50Smo . water included. 840 Siith St., Apt.
B Cali354-7i67orRE.Mgmt.

Owner (fluent in Spanish) wtH share large furn.
house in BG wirh 2 students Preferred grad.
students, enchange sludenls. prolessors
Large bdrms. 2 burning fireplaces, laundry,
kitchen, fg. wooded property. (300 ind. al utrl.
Avail. Jan. 352-5523. fv. message after 800
p m.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^

A female subteaser is needed for
spnng/summer. 1 block from campus, own
room, private parking. Contact Tracy @
353-4174 or tracyc@bgnet bgsu edu

Sublease' needed lor 1 bdrm apl. 2 blocks
from campus. Jan. 1 » May 15 $370 a month
354 2378
Subfeaser needed lor spring semester on
707 6th Street
Can Jacob & 352-4898

College Drive 2 bd'm apt $400 unl. mc
Non-smoking, 2 min. from campus, pets al■owed 352-5951 after6 p.m.
Female subteaser needed
Own bdrm and bath. $200/month
354-5195

Subleasers wanted. 2 BDR apartment 724 6th
St, Take over whole lease al *S00/monih til
May Call 352 5099.

ji,i/ii theatre

WE'RE LOOKIN

FOR A FEW

www.greateaslem hollywood cr

1 Still Know
What You Did
Last Summer

COOD MATES*

Awrtome Auttlr Ihemed rttlaurant
teehl tnrrfjlrrd lndi> Idualt I'.r bl|[ fun
and full time employment.
The Outback Steakhouie will open toon In
Flndlav. Ohio

Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Wed Mat
2:00 4:30

ALL POSITIONS
Apply In person.
Mon-Fri 104 & Sal 10-3

M0 tvlfl. hrr fc-o**-

Evay Saturday
12 Mdnight

m

Upstairs at

Computer (386) & Monitor $600. CD boom
box. 20" TV. VCR. Microwave 354 3243
Hondas $100 $500
Pokes Impounds
Hondas, Chevyt. Jeept & Sport
Utilities. MUST SELLII
1 800-522-2730x4558
Ibanez 7 string electric guitar. Mini condition
$1200 or best offer with case Call Chad &
373-0242

Weekend Planner
Far-icJi*

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

/CJE&CA

DJ Louth plays your favorite
music all night long.
Saturda

Antz (PG)

Management Inc.

Cigars for Sale • Play Pool

HUMak Aprs.. 2bdnn flu. very spacious. 9
fool ceiling, car pom. 9 I '2-12 mo leases
SurualScIO

Management Inc.

(12:30 3:00)5:15 7:30 9:45
Practical Magic (PG-13)

• aromatherapy

(12:20 2:50) 5:10 7:40 10:00

• designer - similar
fragrances available

'The Siege (R)

Unbelievable Drink Specials

(12:50)4:00 7:00 9:50
The Wizard of Oz (G)
(12:10 2:40) 5:00 7:20 9:40
■ ■ ^ Art about our $300 per mom sawm W •■'

Management Inc.

1

America's

BEST

HilUdak Apts.. Large studios, high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor ptan, car ports 9 1/2-12
mo leases Starts HS330

Packages

CANCUN MAZATLAN
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

Help Wanted

■CAMPUS REPS WANTED|
Jlott^RARN rail TRIPS AT CAS

1-800-SURFS-UP

www student express, com

V**,STEAKHBTJSB
A

JAMAICA

I!

► 1-800-787-3787 •
Best Prices & Parties
irvww.studentexpress com

I

■Mantle Aprs.. 2 Mrms. I II bathv
wisher/dryer included 9 1/2-12 no leases
Cleat aa Caaapea Suns at Seat)

• 808 & 818 N. Enterprise
• New Frazee (451 & 424) Ave. Apartments
• Frazee Ave. Apartments
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Ave. Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Mercer Manor Apart ment s
• Rdge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apart ment s
• Rus Many Other Locations

Management Inc.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

Ifntwutr Aprs.. I hdrmv high vaulted ceiling*.
unique floor plan 9 I '2-12 mo leases Clest te

( aaapwa. Sum « $3M

4

*

sUXrltN

FALL 1999 Leasing
Starts Monday Nov. 2
Fall 1999 Lists Now Available

Management Inc.

Management Inc.

BftB
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount
ml Student ID

most vehicles

Call:

• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work

IIITII7

• Brakes

or apply in person at:
5630

13040 Bishop Rd
Bowling Green OH
353 252*

Free Towing il we
do the job!

o.

Efficiencies 4 mist I bdrmt 215 C ret.
Laundry on me Lots of parkins EIT yam at
S230. I bdrm Ham at SMO

• Oil Change $19.99*

B&B
•Una

««

BGSU

Airport Highway
Toledo

I

Management Inc.
■30 Fourth St WIHew Heeae Apt I bdrmt. (al
heat. A.C. Remodeled. Starting at $375

GREENBRIAR, INC.
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Management Inc.
Slop by our office at 104$ N. Mala St for
11<l|illi hump or call 35J-MOO
www.wcnet.org/-tnecca

L«Tt]

Meed female subfeaser lor spnng semester.
Cedarwood Apis. Own room 337.50/mo.
Great location, dose to campus' AC a private
parking. Please call 354-8367

217 South College-- i 5 blocks from Manna
Hall. 3 BR House, tenants pay all 1*8., sec.
dep.. $525/mo. Available immedialely
For more Information or to sign a teaee.
contact Arbor Enterprleee st 354-2854.
Locally owned and managed.

AAAA.I Spnng Break Travel was 1 of 6 small
businesses m the US recognized by the Council of Better Business Bureaus lor outstanding
ethics in the marketplace! sphngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.

Attention Mustang owners - Brand new alarm/
1 year cod bra. $100 lor both Call Kevin @
353-9450

Houses and Apis.
listing Avail 316 E. Merry 13
Can mail listings
Please can 353-0325
* 1 male needed to
Share 2 bdrm. apt
Own room 2nd sem. 99.

1 bedroom apt. $275 • utilities. Call 352-2267

930 Interstate Or.
Acrost from Holiday Inn Express

AKAI 10" Reel to Reel tape deck. Classy add
Don to your stereo for onfy $250 00.639-3623

Houses -1.2. and 3 bedroom
furnished apts . for W 00
schoolyear.352-74S4.

"99-00 SV ♦ 2nd sem Lease 99'
Houses and Apts.
Listing Avail. 316 E. Merry S3
Can mail listings
Please call 353 0325

(12:40 2:30) 4:30 7:10 9:30

fh« Waterboy (PG-13)

• candles

FOR RENT

Houses t Ouple.es lor 1999-2000 school
year, 1 to 3 person homes avail. - 12 month
leaae only starting ti May - Sieve Smith
352-8917
■

Hilbdalc Apt*., (bdrm TovmhouiM very specious, full bant, 1-1*7 bath Kd car portl. 9 1/212 mo lease Starts M $900

•gels

• incense

Graduate studenl needed to sublease apl. now
or spring semester. Great. 1 bdrm., very new.
dean and spacious, central at. off street parking, on site laundry. No pets S35u7mo. Call
Rachel (coaect) C 1 816-798-2927

STRATOCASTEH Made m the USA. Black.
perlect cond First $550.00. Firm. Carwn
Holdsworth Model. Beautiful quilled maple top
Cnmson Fled finish, flawless cond. $1100.00
New-Sell Fusl $575.00 firm. 639-3623.

DJ Louth plays your
favorite music all
night long.

TZ34 N. Main St. 354-0558 A

• perfumes

Fnre room house available no«. Ouiet neigriborhood. no pen 3s;-5a?S

Siamese kittens, chocolate. 3 mos, 1st shots
$125.665-2552.

AAAA.i Early Spnng Break Specials) Bahamas Party Cruse) 6 Days $279) Includes Most
Meals' Awesome Beaches. Nightlife' Departs
from Florida I springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Immediately worship pianist - $50 per service.
Community ol Christ Lutheran Church.
352-5101

[ot\ons

New wedding dress. Size 16 white. $350. Cal
410-677-0482.

Hours:

Mondoy - Friday 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Come in today to pick
up your Fall Listings

